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MEMDRANDUM FOR: Edward L. Jordan, Chairman
Comittee to Review Generic Requirenents

FROM: James H. Sniezek, Deputy Director
Office uf huclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT:
MINUTES OF THE PUBLIC MEETINGS ON GENERIC LETTER 89-04

In June 1989, the Mechanical Engineering Branch (MEB) of the Office of huclear
Reactor Regulation held four public meetings to discuss Generic Letter G9-04,
" Guidance on Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs." This generic
letter, issued on April 3,1989, provides to holoers of nuclear power plant..

operatirg licenses and construction permits guidance that is intended to
ir. prove inservice testir.g (IST) programs at nuclear power plants. The public
meetings were well attended with a significant arnount of interest in the
generic letter shown by the licensees.

At each meeting, L. B. Marsh, E. J. Sullivan, and a regional management repre-
sentative provtoed brief presentations on the overall goal of inservice testing
and on the contents of Generic Letter 89-04 Following the presentations, the
11EB staff and the contractor that assists in IST program reviews fielced
questions from the audience. In addition, the staff indicateo that meetirg
minutes would be prepared to respond more fully to the questions. To a large
exter.1, the questions and responses involved clarifications cf the generic
letter and its pcsitions, explanations of the staff's bases for the generic
letter positions, and interpretations of relevant ASME Code requirernents. i

{
A cortinee set of minutes has been prepared for the four public treetings. The
minutes include surraries of the hRC presentations and responses to questions
raised by the attendees. Transcripts were taken at the Chicago and San

|Franciscu reetings to assist in the preparation of the minutes. A copy of '

the r:eeting minutes will be distributed to holders of nuclear power plant
operating licenses and construction pernits. Meeting attendees who provided
their address will also be provided with the rneeting minutes. Further, the
reeting r..inutes together with the transcripts will be placed in the NRC Public
Document Room.

The rneetir,g minutes, including staff responses to questions, are consistent
with the discussions between the Comittee to Review Generic Requirements
(CRGR) and the NRC staff in preparation for issuance of Generic Letter 89-04.
Because of _ the wide range of questions on IST issues, however, rnany of the
staff responses in the meeting minutes extend beyond the scope of the CRGR
discussions. For the most part, the responses that have not been discussed

CONTACT: L.B. Marsh, DET:EMEB
49-20902
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with the CRGR simply clarify or amplify the guidance in the generic letter.
For example, these responses discuss the extension of the check vaive dis-
assembly schedule in Position 2 (see Question 12), the use of disassembly /-
inspection of check valves in lieu of full stroke exercising (see Question 16),
the information that shoulo be submitted to justify an extension of the schedule
for implementation of the generic letter (see Question 56), the schedule for
implementation of the generic letter by plants listed in Table 1 or 2 of the
generic letter (see Question 57), and relief request reviews for future ten-year
updates of IST programs (see Question 70). Some of the staff responses address
areas of inservice testing outside the scope of the generic letter and, thus,have not been subject to CRGR review. Nevertheless, these response are
consistent with Commission regulations, staff regulatory guidance, and staff
interpretations of the ASME Code. In the minutes, responses in this category
are associated to the main extent with Questions 92 to 112.

The minutes of the public meetings to discuss Generic Letter 89-04 and its
distribution letter are enclosed for your information and review. From the
above cescription of the meeting minutes, it would not appear necessary for the
CRGR to perform . detailed evaluation of all aspects of the minutes. Further,
the MEB staff has learned that there is significant interest on the part of
industry personnel in the meeting minutes and that they intend to use the
minutes in implementing Generic Letter 89-04. To facilitate your
consideration of the meeting minutes, the MEB staff will be available at your
convenience to respond informally or at a meeting to any questions you may

Original signed by

agg g,eThiezek, Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures: As stated

Distribution:
Central File TSullivan FJMiraglia
EMEB RF LBMarsh JHSniezek
TScarbrough JRichardson CBerlinger
TScarbrough CHRON JPartlow IST Service List (w/o encis)
*See previous concurrences *

DET:EMEB:* DET:EMEB* DET:EMEB* DET:0*TScarbrough:rst EJSullivan LBMarsh JERichardson8/ 9/89 8/9 /89 8/9/89 8/ /89
)

OGCB:DOEA* NPR:* NIA
CBerlinger FJMiraglia

Jezek8/17/89 8/29/89 f /89
Technical Eoitor review received on August 23, 1989. The questions asked
at the rneeting were not edited to preserve their exact language. Responses
along with the remaining minutes were edited.
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IST SER'!!CE LIST '

1

G. A. Arlotto NL 007 Region 1:
R. Baer HS 217A J. P. Durr
R. J. BosnaL NL 007 P. K. Espen ',

E. J. Brown MNBB 2104
H. L. Branmer 12017
W. E. Campbell NL 2178 Region II: !F. C. Cherny NS 217A G. A. Belisle
K. C. Dempsey 9H9 S. G. Tingen
B. K. Grires 9A2
C. I. Grires 7 H 17-

C. Ransom EG&G, Idaho Region III:
J. Huang 9 G 12 D. Danielson
R. C. Li 9 A 20 J. J. Harrison .B. D. Liaw 7 E 23 "

G. C. Millman NS 217B
J. D. Page NS 217B Region IV:

:J. E. Richardson 8H1 1. Barnes !C. E. Rossi 11 E 4
i0. O. Rothberg NLS 302' i

H. K. Shaw 9H8 Region V:
J. Sniezek 12 G 18 C. A. Clark
E. J. Sullivan 9H2 R. J. Pate

i
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TO: ALL LICENSEES OT OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AND
HOLDERS OF C0h5TPUCTION PERiilTS FOR huCLEAR POWER
PLANTS, AND INDIVIDUALS ON THE ATTACHED DISTRIBUTION LIST

SUBJECT: 111NUTE5 Of THE PUBLIC MEETINGS Oh GENERIC LETTER 89-04

In June 1989, the NRC staff held four public meetings to discuss Generic
Letter 89-04, " Guidance on Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs."
This generic letter, issued on April 3, 1965, provides guidance aimed at
improving inservice testing (IST) programs at nuclear power plants.

Attached for the use of licensees and construction permit holders in developing.

a response to the generic letter are the minutes of the public meetings.
Licersees and pernit holders should review the entire package Lecause specific
staff guidance must be considered in the context of all questions and
responses. Information of particular significance is provided in the responses to
Questien 55 concerning the information that must be subnitted to justify any
extension of the schedules establishec in the generic letter and to Question
70 concerning the ten-year update of the IST program.

Please direct questions or comments regarding the meeting minutes to the
appropriate NRL Project Manager.

James G. Partlow
Associate Director for Projects
Of fice of huclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: As stated

.
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Region 1
6/5/89

NAME
ORGANIZATION

Paul Cervenka GPUN
Jim Connolly

PShH/NHY
'

Bill K1ttle PSE&G-SalemCornelius Coddington PP&LJeffrey Lomm
NYPA

Deborah K.-Schultz PSE&GJohn Rigert
LILCOBob Knight
GPUN,

Shafi Rokerya NYPA
hoah Fetherston Yankee AtomicSafic loth NYPA
Patrick Shelcon Yankee Atomicfrancis Kamisti PSE & G
Joann West
Clive Callaway Beaver Valley

NUKARCJohn T. Lindberg PP&LDouglas B. Ritter
PP&L

,

Eugene Perry Con Edison ,

Jef f Neyharo Niagara Mohawk
'

Joan F. Etzweiler Con EdisonJ.R. Bashista TM1-1Albert A. Koehl NESV. C. Ruppert
PECC

R. Binz IV '

PSE8G
D. Wallace NYPA Fitzpatrick ,

K. Woodard '

NYPA FitzpatrickR. haladyna
BECOJ. L. Sabina BECO

W. G. Carroll BECO
,

,
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|Region 1: '

6/8/69

NAME
ORGANIZATION

W. E. Galbreath Duke PowerJ. A. Witherspoon '

Duke PowerJohn Zeiler iUSNRCPaul Burnett
USNRC/DRS/TPS

i

J. J. Lenahan
NRC

,

M. 5elford |

Steve A. Sauncers Southern Company
SERI Grand GulfJ. 5. Jackson
TVAC. L. Dunkerly

J,11. Du ke Baltimore Gas & Electric
TSE !

Eben Burns
Philip J. North BCP Techical Services, Inc.

|

Robin Lyle Duke Power Company-

Southern Company Services, Inc.W. E. Campbell, Jr.
USNRC/RESGary Smith

Wavel Jt.stice System Energy ,

Stepnen E. Mohn System Energy )

A. L. Koon Florida Power & Light
Gene G. Sowlt South Carolina Electric & Gas

SCE5G Y. C. Sum,cr StationKen Kmetz !
Enercon Services '

John Zudans
A. korald Jacobstein Florida Power & Light
Art Caudill
Herbert P. Walker Georgia Power Company

Sic Eurns Georgia Power Company
Bud Syx Alabama Power Company

Kris Miller Georgia Power Company

Jim Holton Florida Power & Light
Mark Dryden Florida Power Corporation

i

Stan Pruitt Florida Power & Light
Al Schneicer Carolina Power & Light

Enercon Services i
John Kin Virginia PowerPeter Taylor

NRC
Arthur 52czepaniec

NRC
Karl Jacobs N.Y.P.A.John B. Lee, Jr. Virginia PowerS. L. Nacer

Duke Power CompanyJohn J. Hayes, Jr. NRC
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Region !!!
6/13/69

haPE
ORGANIZATION

Bruce J. Sheffel Detroit Edison CompanyLarry L. Campbell Toledo Edison
Paul Shemanski NRC
James R. Harkness Commonwealth Edison - Byron StationLaurence Attochman NUTECH Engineers
Dale L. Jones NUTECH Engineers
Gary E. Knapp
Robert T. Kerestes Comonwealth Edison - Quad Cities

Illinois Power Co. - Clinton Power StationGary J. Roesner Union Electric - Callaway
Donald W. Zebrauskas Cornmonwealth EdisonMort Khazrai Toledo EdisonStephen J. Coleman NDX Corporation*

Roger Dale Sogruce
LaSalle Station (Ceco)Davio C. Uherek
LaSalle Station (CECO)James F. Smith NRC

Day 1c Mazliach NDX Corporation
Kenneth Kelber Ceco LaSalle CountyTimothy P. Jaeger Combustion EngineeringJohn 0:01

Commonwealth EdisonSteve Sovich Duquesne Light CompanyDave Jones Ducutsne Light CompanyJoe Edom lowa Electric Light & PowerNorm Peterson Iowa Electric Light & PowerMark Harris IMPELL
Patrick M. Finnemore Wisconsin Public Service Corp.Cordon Svendsen

Commonwealth Edisor. - Zion StationJeff Grzeszc:ak
Comm.onwealth Edison - Braidwood StationGary Sal
Commonwetlth Edison - Braidwood StationPat Tobin korthern States PowerDoug Kerr NUTECH Engineers

Mark Horbaczewski Dresden StationVince Treagne
Point Beach Nuclear PlantBrent Metrow lilinois Dept. of Nuclear SafetyLawrence Sage Illinois Dept. of Nuclear SafetySteven M. hutton Energy Testing Services ,

Bill Carroll Pilgrim Station
Joseph L. Sabina Pilgrim Station
John C. Rivers
Vince Concel Cleveland Electric illumir.ating Company

Perry Power Plant
Stephen Forsha Impell CorporationStephen P. Brown NUTECH Engineers
Dennis Carlson Northern States PowerFrank Dunder

Commonwealth Edison - Dresden StationRuss Tamminga
Commonwealth Edison

,

A. John Birkie '

Jeff Cook Consumer Power Company - Big Rock Point
Omaha Public Power DistrictGeorge Schrader
Consumers Power Cor.wanyDavid Kanuch Impell Corporation - Dresden StationSteve Bell lilinois Power
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Region IV & Y
6/15/89

NtJ'E ORGANIZATION

Hary Yiiler NRC
Robert McWilliers Arkansas Power & Light
Len Trippel Houston Lighting & Power - South Texas Project
Steve Wideran Wolf Creek huclear Operating Corporation
Alan Harris Waterford 3
Bruce Wadley TV Electric - Comanche Peak
Don Ringle TU Electric !

,

Clifford Clark NRC
John Arhar Pacific Gas & Electric - Diablo CanyonTerry Pellisero Pacific Gas & Electric Co. - Diablo CanyonS t eve L. Scamor, Supply System
Ali Abbasi Southern California Edison'

;Jahr. DeBonis Stone & Webster (c/o TU Electric)Paul Crey 50. Cal Ed.
Don Hickr.an NRC
Rocky Schult: Cooper _ Nuclear Station
Wayne kalling Gulf States Utility - River Bend
Steve Asztalos Cygna Energy Services
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JES OF THE PUBLIC MEETINGS TO DISCUSS j

|
GENERIC LETTER 89-04

'' GUIDANCE ON DEVELOPJHG ACCEPTABLE INSERVICE TESTING PROGRAMS" |

1|

On April 3, 1989, the NRC issued Generic Letter 89-04 which provides guidance
aimed at correcting several weaknesses found by the NRC staff in inservice
testing (IST) programs at nuclear power plants. The issuance of the generic !
letter is part of an overall NRC staff effort to improve IST programs. The !

staff also has a long-term goal of making IST programs essentially self-imple- |

menting such that establishment of a proper IST program would be determined .|.

through audits and inspections at the plant site rather than by staff review :

before a program is implemented.

The NRC staff held four public meetings to discuss. Generic Letter 89-04 with
holders of nuclear power plant operating licenses and construction permits.
These meetings were noticed in the Federal Register (54 FR 23305) on May 31, .|
1989. In addition, the hRC Project Managers were requested to inform the
individual licensees of the meeting dates and locations. The meetings took
place in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania on June 5 for NRC Region I plants;
Atlanta, Georgia, on June 8 for Region 11 plants; Chicago, Illinois, on June 13
for Region !!! plants; and South San Francisco, California, on June 15 for
Regions !Y and V plants.

Transcripts of the Chicago and San Francisco meetings were taken to provide
assistance in the preparation of meeting minutes. The minutes will be
distributed to meeting attendees who provided their address and holders of
nuclear power plant operating licenses and construction permits. In addition,
the reeting minutes together with the transcripts will be placed in the NRC
Public Document Room.

At each meeting, a management representative of the NRC Region where the
neeting was held provided opening remarks. Following those remarks, Tad Marsh,
Chief of the fiechanical Engineering Branch (MEB) of the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR) discussed the objective of inservice testing, its
regulatory foundation, and problems found in IST programs. He also provided a
brief overview of the NRC effort to improve inservice testing at nuclear power

)plants. Ted Sullivan, Section Chief of the. Inservice Testing'section in the
1:EB, then presented a detailed explanation of Generic Letter 89-04 and its
applicability. Summaries of these three presentations are provided below.

4

Copies of the slides used during the presentations by Tad Marsh and Ted !

Sullivan are attached to these meeting minutes.

)

i

|
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SUMMARY OF OPENING REMARKS BY REGION MANAGEMENT

(Bill Johnston, Region 1; Al Gibson, Reg %n II; Carl Paperiello, Region III;
and Dennis Kirsch, Region V)

Inserv1ce testing of pumps and valves is explicitly required by the NRC regu-
lations. This testing however is not performed merely to satisfy the
Comission. Inservice testing is highly important to the operational safety ofa nuclear power plant.

It is well understood that components important to the operational safety of
the plant must function when needed. Two activities that provide assurance of
the operability of these components are maintenance and inservice testing. In
this regarc, inservice testing is an equal partner with good maintenance
practices.

. The hRC headquarters and regional staffs are increasing their attention to
inservice testing. As evidence of this increased attention, Generic Letter
E9-04 was issuec to provide the first hRC generic guidance on inservice
testing. This guicance was developed to address frecuently encountered issues
involving IST programs, relief requests, procedural implementation, and
tecnnical specification provisions for operability. This generic letter will
be f ollowed by additional guidance that the NRC staff is preparing on inservicetesting.

As indicated in the generic letter, less emphasis will be placed on program
rev1ew by the NRC staf f for determining the acceptability of IST programstefore this implementation. Rather, the focus will be on audits and
inspections of the IST program and procedures at the plant site by NRC
personnel. In light of their importance in ensuring the acceptability of the
program anc procedures, these IST audits and inspections will be more detailed
than in the past.

SUMMARY OF PRESENTAT10t; BY TAD MARSH

The objective of inservice testing is to assess the operational readiness of
safety-related pumps and valves. The scope of Section XI of the ASME Code,
however, is limited to Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components. Thus, there is a
disparity between the objective of inservice testing and the scope of Section
XI.

The Comission regulations in 10 CFR 50.55a require compliance with the in-
ser.vice testing provisions of Section XI. In order to account for improvements
to the Code, the regulations were developed to require that IST-programs be
updated to the current Code edition and addenda every ten years. As has been
seen, however, the IST provisions of Section XI have changed little in the last
ten years and, in f act, heve become quite stagnant. The regulations also allow
licensees to submit for hRC review requests for relief from Code requirements
where those requirements are impractical.
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The establishment of effective IST programs is plagued by a variety of
problems. Many of these prublems are the result of inadequate testing
requirements in the ASME Code. For example, the provisions of Section XI for
performance testing of motor-operated valves extend only to stroke time.
Further, the Code requirenents for pump vibration testing are weak. Code Class2 and 3 safety valves are not explicitly required to be tested. The Code
incorrectly implies that check valves have a safety function in only onedirection. The trending requirements in ine Code are insufficient. As is
apparent, the inservice testing provisi:ans of the Code are lacking in many
respects.

In aceition to the Code guidance, there are several other sources of ISTproblems. For example, there has been an absence of NRC guidance on inservicetesting, previously, a regulatory guide was begun by the NRC staff, but was
never ccmpleted, further, the large number of revisions to IST programs and
relief requests that require hRC review has caused a backlog in the approvalprocess. Contrary to Standard Technical Specification 4.0.5, licensees have

-

been implementing relief requests prior to NRC approval. Lastly, inspection
efforts by NRC personnti have been made more difficult by the unavailability in
some instances of a Safety Evaluation Report (SER).

The cuality of inservice testing programs varies significantly from one nuclearplant to another. While some licensees have good IST programs, other licensees
lack coordination anong the groups (including corporate personnel) involved
with inservice testing. At certain plants, inservice testing has been combined
with inservice inspectior, despite the fact that these are distinct activities
requirir.g personnel with different expertise. This combination of inservice
testir.g ard inservice inspection might be the result of their being addressed
together in Section XI. Another problem is that inservice testing is often
useo as a training ground for junior personnel with those individuals moving toother areas as they progress. Further, many plant organizations do not have a
single indivicual or organizational unit responsible for inservice testing.
Unfortunately, inservice testing is viewed, on occasion, only as an activity to
satisfy the NRC. The IST program, however, can be a true benefit to a licensee
by initiating corrective action before a component must be declared inoperable.
In this manner, inservice testing can also provide important information to be
used in the maintenance program.

The issuance of Generic Letter 89-04 is a first step toward resolving the largenumber of IST problems. It provides generic guidance on eleven significant IST
issues involving alternatives to Code requirements, and interpretation of the
Code and technical specifications. Guidance is also provided to assist
licensees in the development of acceptable IST programs. The generic letter
clarifies the approval status of current IST program and relief request
submittals that are ur, der staff review. Finally, the generic letter presents a
method for preparing revisions to IST programs in an acceptable manner.

|

.
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In aedition to Generic Letter 89-04, several NRC activities are intended to
improve inservice testing at nuclear power plants, in particular, efforts are
uncerway to revise Section 50.55a of the Commission regulations to endorse ASHE
stancards OM-6 on pumps and OM-10 on valves. These standards provide improvedguicance for inservice testing. Consideration is also being given to revision
cf the regulations considered in other respects. One proposed change would !

|

simply separate inservice testing from inservice inspection in paragraph (g) of j10 CFR 50.55a for administrative purposes. Another change under con-sideration
would involve the long range plan for inservice testing, such as emphasizing
the need for inservice testing to provide assurance that a component will
perform all of its safety functions as necessary. In addition to Generic
Letter 89-04, other generic guidance may be prepared. Finally, it was noted
that an ASME/NRC symposium on inservice testing was scheduled for August 1-3 of
this year.

SUMMARY OF PRESENTATION BY TED SULLIVAN.

In the past, the process to obtain NRC staff review of an IST program and
approval of the relief requests could consume a considerable amount of tire.
First, the hRC staff would review the IST program submitted by an applicant for
or holcer of a nuclear power plant operating license, from this review, a list
of questions would be sent to the utility through the NRC Project Manager. An
IST review meeting would then be held at the plant site. At the conclusion of
the reeting, the staff would request that the program be revised to respond to
issues raised at the meeting, following receipt of that response and its
review, the staff would issue an SER. Generic Letter 89-04 is intended to
improve IST programs and also to simplify the process for obtaining NRC

-

approval of IST program relief requests.

To help specify the method of response by the individual licensees, the
operating nuclear power plants are categorized in Generic Letter 89-04
according to the status of the SER for their IST program. In this regard, the
generic letter provides two tables listing particular nuclear power plants.
For those plants in Table 1, the staff is nearing completion of an SER. That
is, the IST review meeting has taken place fairly recently with a subsequentresubmittal by the licensee. With respect to Table 2, those listed plants have
received an SER on their currently submitted IST program. If a plant received
an SER several years ago but significantly revised the program in the meantime,that plant was not listed in Table 1 or 2. Similarly, if a plant had not
received an SER on a prior IST program but had submitted one or more
significant program upcates, that plant was also excluded from Tables 1 and 2.
About half of the operating plants are not listed in either Table 1 or 2. The
staff is aware of minor errors in the tables but these have been resolved
through the NRC Project Managers for those plants.

Plants listed in Table 1 or 2 do not need to submit a confirmation letter in
response to Generic Letter 89-04. Nevertheless, it is essential that these
licensees review the plant procedures to ensure their consistency with theprovisions of the generic letter. For plants listed in Table 1 or 2, the SER
for the particular plant will constitute approval of the IST program relief
requests, including any deviations from the ASME Code.

.
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In the case of plants not listed in Table 1 or 2, the generic letter provides
the means for approval of IST program relief requests f rom the ASME Code.
Certain steps should be completed, however, for the approval to be valid.
First, the licensee is expected to review the IST program and procedures
against the positions in Generic Letter 89-04 and then revise as necessary to
conform to those positions. A confirmation letter is to be submitted by the
licensee within six months of the issuance of the generic letter to indicate
conformance with its provisions. For any necessary equipment modification, the
licensee should provide in its confirmation letter a schedule for completing
those modifications that is consistent with the time period specified in the
generic letter. The NRC staff does not intend to perform detailed reviews of
the confirmation letter and any alternatives discussed in those letters. Thus,
an SER will not be issued. Nevertheless, NRC personnel could review this
documentation during plant inspections.

Where a generic letter position is impractical for a particular licensee, a
rechanism for approval of an alternative to that position is provided in.

Paragraph B of the generic letter. This mechanism requires evaluation of the
maintenance and degradation history of the component.. In this regard, all
four criteria listed on page 3 of generic letter 89-04 must be addressed and
documented in the IST program. If each criterion cannot be addressed, then
Paragraph B is not the proper means to obtain approval of an alternative to a
generic letter position. Further, the use of the paragraph B mechanism for
obtaining approval of an alternative to a position in the generic letter is
linited to areas within the scope of those positions. Deviations to the ASME
Code outside the scope of the generic letter positions will require submission
of a relief request for review by the NRC staff.

It is recognized that the staff approach simplifies the review process for
previously submitted relief requests that are not covered by the generic letter
positions. When the NRC staff prepared the generic letter, it was determined
that technical guidance would be provided on eleven issues. This determination
was based on the total number of relief requests and their particular safety
significance. Therefore, if a plant not listed in Table 1 or 2 had a program
submitted and cocketed before April 3, 1989, any relief requests outside the
scope of the generic letter positions are approved provided that they are not
subsequently changed.

At present, some plants might have aspects of their IST program that have not
been approved by the NRC staff. For those plants, licensees should specify in
their confirmation letter the relief requiring NRC staff review and approval,
and the time frame in which that relief is needed. The staff will make a
concerted effort to complete those reviews within the specified time frame.
Overall, the goal is to have each licensee implementing a fully approve IST
program.

A copy of the current IST program for each plant should be provided to the NRC
staff. In addition, each licensee should provide an updated copy of its IST
program to the staff when substantive changes are made to the program. The
submittal should clearly identify those deviations from the ASME Code that are
approved through the mechanism of the generic letter. Other deviations from
the ASME Code that have received staff approval or nust undergo staff review
should be so indicated.
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Licensees should evaluate deviations from the ASHE Code included in the current
IST program to determine if plant conditions continue to require relief from
the Code. If the situation has changed, then approval of that relief through
the Generic Letter may not be appropriate. Of course, where a licensee has
received an SER on a particular relief request. that SER may be followed even
if it appears to conflict with the generic letter. Where the staff believes
that the relief is inappropriate, discussions r.ay be held with the licensee to
recuest a program revision. In significant cases, the staff ray institute
backfit procedures.

Generic tetter 89-04 is intended as a vehicle for the future as well as the
present. For revisions to the IST program covered by the generic letter
positions, the generic letter shoulo be used as guidance for approval of the
revisions. If a program revision is outside the scope of the Generic Letter
positions and the licensee intends not to follow the ASME Code, a request for
relief must be submitted for review by the NRC staff, which will then prepare
an SER.

.

Upon implementation of tne generic letter, some NRC staff resources will be
shiftec fren IST program reviews to providing assistance in the inspection of
IST prograns. An inspection instruction will be prepared with a focus on the
ceneric letter positions. The NRC staf f has a goal of conducting an inspection jof the IST prugram at each plant on a five-year schedule.

QUESTIONS

lFollowing the presentations at each meeting, the NRC staff responded to the 1

extent possible to questions submitted before the meeting, as well as to
wri; ten and verbal questions dnd comments from the audience. These questions
have been grouped according to their subject and then answered by the staff.
In some instances, the staff responses at the meetings have been modified or
expanded to answer the question in a more complete manner. The applicable
regicnal meeting (together with the question number for that meeting) and,
where known, the name of the individual asking the question, are noted in
parentheses after each question.

,

- - .
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QUESTIONS ON ATTACHMENT 1

POTENTIAL GENERIC DEFICIENCIES RELATED TO IST PROGRAMS AND
PROCEDURES 10 GENERIC LETTER 89-04

Position 1: Full Flow Testing of Check Valves

Ouestion 1

Item 1 of Attachment I to the generic letter request that flow through a check
valve be known for a valid full-stroke exercise test. Does this mean a direct

<

flow indication and a recorded flow rate is the only acceptable method for the
test? For example, BWR minimum flow lines are not instrumented with flow
indicators. (Region 1 meetin
Dave Wallace of Fitzpatrick) g, Question 49 at the meeting, questioner:

'

1s direct flow rate instrumentation required for verification of full-stroke
capability for all check valves? For example, the diesel cooling water check
valves? (I r46)

Verifying full flow through small check valves in auxiliary systems or gas
systems 1s typically impractical. As an alternate, will the NRC accept a
qualitative evaluation of system response or performance in the place of flow
measurements? (11 dic, John Zudans, Florida Power & Light)

For check valves where design accident flow is not specified, what guidance can
you give fer full-flow testing? (III (28, Don Zebrauskas, Comonwealth Edisc.n
Co.)

Response

Any quantitp h e measure that has acceptance criteria that demonstrate the
required flow through the check valve may be used to satisfy the full-stroke
requ i reren t. An indirect reasure of flow may be acceptable, for. example, a
change in tank level over a specified period could be used. in another case,
the acceptance criterion could be based on a change in flow rate of an instru-
mented line when flow is admitted from a non-instrumented line containing the
check valve being tested. In any event, some form of quantitative criteria
should be established to demonstrate full-struke capability.

Question 2

Why isn't knowledge of tutal flow through multiple parallel lines acceptale,
when the total flow through each path was known when it was established? (1
#13, J. W. Connolly, PSNH-Seabrook Station)

Regarding full flow testing of check valves, why is knowledge of total flow
through parallel flow lines unacceptable? This seems to challenge conservative
Technical Specification requirements for flow balancing. (Ill #34, Gary J.
Roesner, Callaway Nuclear)

l
l

..

.- .
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Response

The etjective of inservice testing is to evaluate and investigate the possi-
bility of degrac6 tion of components and to take corrective action before the
components fail. Verification of total header flow rate might not identify a
problem, ceveloping or occurring, with an individual check valve in one of the
parallel flow paths. With respect to the balancing of flow, the Technical
Specification requirement is based on the flow from one loop being lost through
a breat. Consequently, that flow path is restricted or throttled to minimize
significant diversion of flow. The Technical Specification requirement was not
intended to verify individual check valve operability. The licensee is expected
to justify the use of a test method that does not verify full stroke of
indivicual check valves.

Question 3

Can check valves with external operators and position indicators be tested only
with these devices and never exercised with flow or disassembled (1747)

15 it the intent of the NRC to reovire full-stroke flow testing of all check
valves or is it acceptable to perform manual exercising ano partial stroke
testing of check valves as permitted by IWV-3522(b)? (11 fla, John Zudans,
Florica Power & Light)

Position 1 implies that the only method acceptable to the NRC for full stroke
exercising is a full flow test. No mention is made of check valves with
external features which can be used for full stroke exercising. Do the 6
criteria presented have to be addressed in the IST program to justify using an
external operator? (111 #43, Pat Tobin, Northern States Power, Monticello)

Response

The ASME Code in IWV-3522(b) allows full stroke testing of check valves either
with flow or with a mechanical exerciser. Full flow testing is preferable
where practic61, but Position 1 of Generic Letter 89-04 was not intended to
imply that the ASME Code provisions for mechanical exercising were not
acceptable. Such mechanical exercising is clearly acceptable and is certainly
preferable to valve disassembly as a means of ensuring valve operability. If

an external operator is used tc exercise a check valve, the provisions of
IWV-3522(b) must be met, but the six criteria in Position 1 of the generic
letter need not be adcressed.

Question 4

What is considered the raximum required accident condition flow? (1 #14, J. W.
Connolly, PSNH-Seabrook Station)

In reference to items 1 and 2 of Attachment 1, please clarify the term " maximum
requirec accident condition flow." (IV & Y #22, John DeBonis, Stone & '

Webster / Comanche Peak)
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Resoonse

The phrase '' maximum recuired accident condition flow" is intenced to mean at
least the largest flow rate for which credit is taken for this component in a
safety analysis in any flow configuration. The safety analyses are those
contained in the plant's final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), or equivalent,
but are not limited to the accident and transient analyses.

Question 5

is it the intent of the stated position of Attachment I that a satisf actory
,

test of a valve in the open direction requires only measurement of full
accident flow through the valve and not the measurerent of differential
pressure (with associated acceptance criteria) as per IWV-3522(b)? (11 fif,

.
John Zudans, Florida Power & Light)

F.esponse

The ASME Code does not require the measurement of valve differential pressurewhen exercising check valves with flow. It should be recognized, however, that
such a measurement might provide useful information for evaluating theccr.dition of the valve.

Question 6

For check valves which' are never recuired to open fully (i.e.h ftherma l
expansion or siphon breakers), verification of design (safety uncticn is thetesting required for forward flow. Is this correct? (III #42)

Fesconse

in addition to verifying its safety function performance, quantifiable
acceptance criteria should be developed for the testing of these components.
For example, a pressure decay test with specified acceptance criteria would be
considered a reasonable test.

Question 7

In reference to Item 1 of Attachment 1, for non-parallel full flow test, does
the flow cbtained need to be documented quantitatively, or can it bequalitative (i.e., greater than g-allons per minute)? (IV & V #23, John
DeBonis, Stone & Webster / Comanche Feak)

What is an acceptable flow cnndition when, for example, the safety analysis
requires 250 gallons per minute (gpm) flow but 600 gpm can be delivered? Would
passing greater than, or equal to, 250 gem be a valid full flow test, or would
600 gpm need to be delivered? (IV & V 124, D. G. Dobson, Texas
Utilities /Conanche Peak)

i

!

'|

_ _ _ _ - . _ _ ___
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Resconse

The full flow test is intended to demonstrate that the necessary flow rate can
be achieved and to detect any cegradation of the check valve. Therefore,
acceptance criteria for the test should involve more than the achievement of
flow above a minimum rate. The acceptance cr:teria should also include the
allowable variation of test results. To enable the test results to be
compared, the ir:1tial parameters for the test should be standardized to the
maximum extent feasible. The acceptance criteria for the full flow test and
the bases for those criteria should be documented ano available for review byNRC inspectors.

Question 8 !
j

in reference to item 1.3 of Attachment 1, please clarify what the NRC would !
expect a "cualification program" to include (i.e., how extensive). (lY & V !

r25, John DeBonis, Stone & Weber / Comanche Peak)
1

Pesconse

Position I cf Generic Letter 89-04 indicates that, where full flow testing is
ir. practical, it night be possible to qualify other techniques to confirm that
the check velve is exercised to the position required to perform its safetyfunction. One of the stated conditions for this approach is that the licensee
should describe the test method and results of the program to qualify the
alternate technique for meeting the ASME Code. The language of Position 1 in

i.

!

this regard was chosen to allow the licensees flexibility in qualifying |alternatives tc full flow testing. In general, the licensee should demonstrate l

that the alterne.te test is quantifiable and repeatable. The alternate test
shoulc also meet the intent of the ASME Code. This qualification of the

alternate test should be documented by the licensee and available for review byhRC inspectors. The Nuclear Industry Check Valve Group (NIC) is said to be
investigating the qualification of various testing techniques, such as
ultrasonics anc radiography for check valves. The results of those and other
industry ef forts might be of value to the individual licensee in providing for
the use of alternatives to full flow testing.

Position 2: Alterrative to Full Flow Testino of Check Valves

Question 9

Does the Generic Letter Attachtnent 1, item 2c use of " orientation" refer to
physical orientation (e.g., horizontal or vertical) or plant orientation? (1
#15, J. W. Connolly, PSNH-Seabrook Station)

;
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Resoonse

Orientation, as used in Generic letter 89-04, refers to the physical
orientation (horizontal or vertical) as well as the physical relationship to
major components. For example, a check valve at the discharge of a pump has a
ctfferent orientation than one at the pump suction.

Question 10

When manually exercising per position 2c, is this done per Code or just a
physical stroke checking for binding? (I #16, J. W. Connolly, PSNH-Seebrook
Station)

When valves are disissembled and manually exercised in lieu of full-flow
testing, is adhererce to the quantitative aspects and acceptance criteria of
IWV-3522(b) required? (11 tie, John Zudans, Florida Power & Light)

.

Fesco g

The staff believes the requirement in IWV-3522 (b) of the ASME Code to measure
the force or torque while manually exercising check valves only applies to
manual exercising from outside the valve where the observation of the valve
internals cannot be made. This measurement permits a quantitative evaluation
of the performance of the valve in that changes in the measured force or torque
may be indicative of degradation of the valve internals. While the valve is in
a partially disassembled condition the valve internals should be inspected and
the condition of the moving parts evaluated. This inspection arid evaluation
should include verification by hand that the valve disk is free to move, but
measurement of force or torque is not required. Following reassembly, a
partial flow' test is expected to be performed.

Question 11

Does the utility have the option of either inspection through disassembly or
performing functional testing to satisfy IST requirements? Can either be used
regardless of the previous testing mode? (1 #31, John Wiedemann, PSE&G)

Response

Disassembly, together with inspection, to verify full stroke capability of
check valves is an option only where full stroke exercising cannot practically
be performed by flow or by the other positive means allowed by !WV-3522.
Aaditionally, partial stroke exercise testing with flow is expected to be
performed af ter the disassembly and inspection is completed but before
returning the valve to service. If the previous test was performed using flow,
the licensee is expected to document the justification for any change from that
test method. Also, for the case where plant conditions prevent full stroke
testing with flow, the licensee should periodically evaluate whether plant
conditions have been altered in such a way that full stroke testing using flowis possible. If 50, the licensee should revise the test procedures to providefor such testing.

;
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Ouestion 12

in light of the stated position of requiring check valve internal inspection at
least once every six years, is it permissible to schedule the inspections for
the total group of valves on a six year frequency vs. each refuel outage? This
is especially irportant where plant preparations for inspection of inultiple
valves are essentially equal to those for a single valve and they represent a
cons 1cerable cost in terms of monetary outlay as well as schedule and
availability impacts. (11 tid, John Zudans, Flordia Power & Light)

Response

Position 2 of Generic Letter 89-04 takes advantage of the benefits that can be
obtained through sampling techniques. The NRC staff, however, recognizes that
the posittun may have a significant impact on outage time. For example, some
plants have combined injection header check valves that are physically located

. in a position relative to the reactor coolant system (RCS) loops such that
their disassembly would require draining the RCS to a level that would
necessitate core offload. In order to alter the inspection frequency as
suggesteo by this questien, licensees should use the criteria in Position 2 to
justify and to document the proposed disassembly schedule. The justification
should address the significance of the loss of benefits of sampling in light of
the condition, service history, and application of the valves. For additional
discussion of this issue, see the response to Question 19.

Guestion 13

Does dis 6ssembly/ inspection require certified visual testing personnel, or can
detailed inspection procedures be performeo by maintenance personnel without
certified ir.spectors? (11 #25, Jim Holton, Florida Power Corp.

Do personnel performing the visual inspections addressed on Position 2 have to
be VT-3 certified, ANSI 45.2.6 (i.e., Mech Inspector) certified, or may
engineering personnel competent in check valve technical requirements perform
this visual inspection (III #2, Larry Campbell, Toledo Edison)

Response

The personnel performing the disassembly / inspection must be qualified to
evaluate the condition of the valve and to assess its continued operability.
The licensee is responsible for the development and implementation of a program
to ensure that IST personnel are appropriately trained and qualified for
perf orming the valve dist ,sembly/ inspections. Generic Letter 89-04 alone does
not impose any requirements for visual testing certifications (such as VT-3)
beyond those currently in the ASME Code. Nevertheless, licensees must
irrplement the provisions of ANSI /ASME N45.2.6, " Qualifications of Inspection,
Examination, and Testing Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants," according to
their comitments based on the implementation section of Regulatory Guide 1.58.
The NRC staff encourages those licensees that have not formally comitted to
following Regulatory Guide 1.5B to review the ANSI standard and regulatory
guide for guidance in developing a program for the qualification of inservice
testing personnel.
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Question 14

if a check valve within a sample group is disassembled / inspected in a
non-refueling outage, does the next valve need to be inspected at the next
refueling (outage, or can it still be scheduled for its original refuelingoutage? II #26, Jim Holton, Florida Power Corp.)

Pesconse

This question is difficult to answer without more detailed information. In
general, in order to alter the disassembly / inspection schedule as suggested by
the cuestion, the licensee should justify and document the proposed change.
The justification should address the effect of the proposed disassembly /in-
spection schedule on the sampling program. lThe justification should rely on ;
the maintenance history and known valve condition from previous inspections

Position 2 in Generic Letter {rather than subjective qualitative judgement.,

89-04 indicates the criteria that need to be adaressed. :

.IQuestion 15

i

is it the intent of Position 2 of the Generic Letter 89-04 that during valve
testir.g by disassembly, that the valve be completely disassembled and each
internal valve part removed, if possible, and 100% of the part visually
inspected, or may only the valve bonnet be removed and the valve internals
inspected in place without the removal of the internal valve parts unless ,

evidence of discrepant conditions are found which then would require further
inspection and probable removal of the part? Note: Inspection of the valve

.internal parts without removal of the part would be by direct visual
inspection, use of mirrors, or by remote inspection equipment such as boroscope !

lfiberoptics. (III #1, Larry Campbell, Toledo Edison)
!

Fesponse

IWhen performing check valve disassembly and inspection to satisfy the
recuirements of the ASME Code for inservice testing, disassembly is required
only as far as necessary to assess the condition of the valve and to allo-
manual exercising of the disk. (It must be recognized, however, that the Code
requirements for inservice inspection are different from those associated withinservice testing.) If a partial stroke exercise with flow can be performed,
this testing is expected to be performed after the disassembly and inspection
are completed but before returning the valve to service.

Disassembly and inspection of a check valve is not considered a " test' as
implied by the question. Disassembly is not a true substitute for an |

operability test using flow, but is allowed as an alternative to a flow test
'

where that test is not practical. Disassembly and inspection does, however
provide a valuable means of determining the internal condition of the valve.
A recent example of the value of disassembly and inspection involved the
identification of broken bolting material in Anchor Darling check valves at twonuclear power plants.

This occurrence is discussed in NRC Information Notice88-85, dated October 14, 1988. )
1
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The NRC staff is encouraging the cevelopment and use of alternate techniques to
evaluate the position of check valve disks. The Electric Power Research
Institute (EFRI) and the Institute of huclear Power Operations (INPO) are
recor: encing an inspection periodically for check valves that are subjected to
potentially harsh service conditions. The NRC staff encourages these
activities as well. The industry group NIC is also investigating riethods to

|

,

cen.cnstrate the operability of check valves.

1

Ouestion 16

Even though the check valve flow testing can be performed as required by AS!'E
Secton XI, may the valve test be performed by disassembly as permitted by
Position 2 in Generic Letter 89-04 when it is considered by the utility that
testing by disassembly will provide the same or greater assurance that the
valve will function properly? (Note: If possible, partial valve strokin
cuarterly, or at cold shutcown, or af ter re-assembly would be performed.)g If
the answer is yes, (a) can the test frequency, sample, etc., as described in-

Ger.eric Letter 89-04 Postion 2 be used in lieu of ASME Section XI requirement-
even if the Section XI test could be performed, i.e., at colo shutdown; (b)
must a relief request be processed or may this " test by disassembly" be noted
in the valve IST program submittal to the NRC; and (c) must a relief request be
processed or may the frequency sample, etc., be noted in the valve IST program
submittal to the NRC7 (111 #3, 4, 5, 6, Larry Campbell, Toledo Edison)

F.esponse

The various methods aimed at evaluating the operability of check valves are not
equelly acceptable to the hRC staff. At the outset, the ASME Code reouires a
full stroke exercise using flow (or a mechanical exerciser) to be performed
quarterly. Where full stroke exercising cannot be performed quarterly, the
Coce allcws the performance of this test during cold shutdowns. Full stroke
exercising during refueling outages may be an &cceptable alternative if the
test cannot be performed at cold shutdown, but this approach would requiresubmission of a relief request. For those cases where full stroke exercising
cannot be perforned quarterly, durng cold shutdown or during refueling
cutages, disassembly and inspection in conformance,with Position 2 of Generic
letter 89-04 is allowed as an alternative. If the provisions of Position 2 are
f ollowed, a relief request need not be submitted for NRC review but this
deviation from the ASME Code shoud be documented. (see also the response to
Question 15)

Question 17

May the valve testing by disassembly / visual inspection identified in Position 2
of Generic Letter 89-04 be applied to reverse flow testing of check valves?
(Ill #7, Larry Campbell, Toleco Edison)

.
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Resconse

Position 2 of Generic Letter 89-04 addresses the use of disassembly and
inspection as an alternative to forward flow testing of check valves. The use
of disassembly and inspection to verify closure capability (i.e., back flow)
may be found to be acceptable cepending on whether verification by flow orpressure measurements is practical. As the generic letter does not address
this use, however, the submission and approval of a relief request beforeimplementation is required.
demonstration cf leak-tight integrity. Disassembly and inspection is not acceptable for

Question IB

We are only able to perform a partial flow test of the accumulator discharge
check valves due to limitations based on system configuration. Do we hive to
supplement this test with disassembly of the check valves? (III f20, WisconsinPublic Service Corp.)-

Response

The safety injection accumulator discharge check valves are typically very
difficult to exercise with flow to the position required to perform theirsafety function.

If a partial flow exercise is all that can be performed, then
be developed to periodically verify the capability of these valves to move tosome other technique, as discussed in Position 1 of Generic Letter 89-04, might
their safety function position. If this is not feasible, the licensee isexpected to follow
Position 2 of the generic letter.the provisions for the disassembly alternative containad in

Question 19

Regarding disassembly of check valves, please define " extreme hardship" when
speaking with regard to extension of disassembly interval. (Ill #36, Gary J.Roesner, Callaway Nuclear)

Response

The existence of " extreme hardship" that would allow extension of the
disassembly schedule in Position 2 of Generic Letter 89-04 is dependent on the
particular circumstances at the plant. To determine whether extreme hardship
exists, the licensee should conduct a detailed evaluation of the variouscompeting factors. First, the licensee should determine the effect on plant
safety that would result from the proposed schedule extension. The maintenance
history of the component and ' ther information relevant to its reliability
should be reviewed to determiae whether the decrease in assurance of plant
safety resulting from the se adule extension is justified. A need to offload
the reactor core, such as when testing the combined injection header check
valves at some plants, or to operate at mid-level of the reactor coolant loopsmay be considered. The raoiation exposure that would result from the
cisassembly and inspection is a f actor to be considered under the ALARA (As Low
As Reasonably Achievable) principle, but it should be judged in combination
with all of the other factors.
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Question 20-

Position 2 goes into the scheduling of disassembly / inspection in a verydetaileo manner. Are other scheduling schemes acceptable as long as they have
each valve disassembled / inspected within 6 years? Would approval of an
alternate schecule have to be in the form of an SER or acceptance of details
provided in a confirmation letter (existing schedule for disassembly /in-
spection agreed upon in IST program review with NRC, but SER never issued)?
(111 #44, Pat Tobin, Northern States Power, Monticello)

.

Response
'

As stated in Position 2 of Generic Letter 89-04, the burden is on the licensee
to demonstrate the extreme hardship necessary to comply with the identified
sample disassembly / inspection schedule. The staff considers the sampling'

aspect of the position to provide assurance of the continued operability of the
valves that are not inspected during any given outage. Therefore, the licensee
should justify through the provisions listed in Position 2, any ceviation from
the stated schedule. That justification should be provided in the IST program
submitted to the NRC staff, but need not be included in the confirmationletter. Where the provisions of Position 2 for an alternate disassembly
schecule are followed, it is acceptable to implement the alternative and an SERwill not be issued. The NRC staff, however, may review the alternative and itsjustification during plant inspections.

.

'

Position 3: Back Flow Testino of Check Valves

,

Question 21
,

With reference to generic letter item 3, if a leak test is performed to verify
Category C check valve seat position, would any leak rate be acceptable so long
as the system meets its minimum requirements to perform its safety function?(I t18, Al Koehl, NES)

Pesponse '

When performing a test to verify closure capability of a check valve that does
not have a defined seat leakage limit, the achievement of the necessary system
flow rate through the intended flow path might be an adequate demonstration of
the closure capability of a check valve. For example, when verifying the
closure capability of the check valves on the discharge of parallel pumps,
achievement of the required safety flow rate from one running pump with the
idle pump's discharge check valve providing the barrier for recirculation _ flow
would be considered an acceptable test configuration. In addition, the
licensee should evaluate the consequences of the back flow through the checkvalve. This evaluation shoulo consider the loss of water from that system and
connecting systems, the effect that the leakage might have on components and
piping downstream of the valve, any any increase in radiological exposureresultirg from the leakage.

..

y _ 4 - m i m Y
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Question 22

Are the itens listed in Attachment 1. number 3a, d, e, f, specific to PWR's?
The nomenclature is not familiar to BWRs. (I f24, John Lindburg, PP&L)

Section 3 of Generic Letter 89-04 deals with back flow testing of check valves.
It has a list of several valves that NRC states provide a safety function.
Some of these valves do not appear to provide a safety function and we would
like to hear the HRC's reason for classif
(111 #19, Wisconsin Public Service Corp.)ying these valves as safety related.

Response

All of the listed systems do not necessarily apply to each plant. A licensee
should evaluate at least the listed systems to determine if they apply to its
f acility and should make any necessary modifications to its IST program. In
regard to a particular cuestion, items 3d, e, and f are specific to pressurized,

water reactors (PWRs) while 3a (feedwater header check valves) may be
applicable to both boiling water reactors (BWRs) and PWRs. One example
provided in Position 3 to the generic letter is the volume control tank outlet
check valve in the chemical and volume control system. This check valve may
serve an important safety function at some PWR plants to separate the
non-safety grade water source from the safety grade source. ,

j

Ouestion 23

In regard to Attachment, Position 3, how is individual seat leakage determined
for 10 CFR 50, Appencix J, Type C, tested valves? Tech Specs s

(1 #35, J.-W. Connolly, Seabrook Station) pecify onlypenetration totals.

iResoonse

IWV-3426 of Section XI of the ASME Code re
be specified by the plant owner (licensee) quires that a permissible leak ratefor a specific valve. If leak rates

,

are not specified by the licensee, permissible leak rates are provided in
IWV-3426. It should be noted that Section XI provides no criteria or guidance
for licensees on the method to establish or to specify the permissible leak
r6te of a particular valve. Apparently, the Code recognizes that leak behuior
of a valve varies according to the type of valve, the vendor, the valve size,
the service conditions, the safety-re'ited functions, and other factors, andthat there is no simple leek rate rt' that may be applicable to all valves.

!In general, the lea k rate limits she. be set within certain bounds. If the '

leak limits are too low, unnecessary r epairs or adjustments to the valve can
result. If too high, failure of the tests required by Appendix J to 10 CFR
Part 50 could occur, leading to concerns for leak-tight integrity of the
containment. Appropriate permissible leak rates can only be developed and
refinec by analyzing and trending the leak rate data of specific valves or leak :

|rate data from similar valves at other plants. Therefore, the NRC staff is not t

in a position to specify leak rates. The licensee should document its methods
|for establishing the initial permissible leak rates and procedures forimproving the leak rate limits. |

I

i
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Question 24

In regard to Attachtrent 1. Position 3, does this backseat check require a
full-stroke exercise and is it perfortned at the Code specified frequency |regardless of normal plant positions? (I f 36, J. W. Connolly, Seabrook
Station)

In reference to item 3 of Attachment 1, does a valid back-flow test on a check
valve first require the valve to be exercised to the open position then back
tested, or is it valid to merely perform the back flow test? (IV & V #29, D. G.
Dobson, Texas Utilities / Comanche Peak)

Response

If a particular valve performs a safety function only in the closed position,
' cemonstration of a full-stroke open before verification of closure capabilityis not reauired by the ASME Code. This closure verification is required to be

perferned at the frequency specified by the Code. If (1) the valve performs a
safety function in the closed position, (2) the normal position for the valve
is closed, and (3) this position can be verified during normal plant operation,
then quarterly documentation of this verification satisfies the Code
requirements. If a valve performs a safety function in both the open and
closed positions, however, the Code requires that the valve be exercised to the
open position and then be verified to close.

Question 25

Previcus to this, it was permissible to verify closure of stop-check valves
simply by operation of the stem (shaft). Is this acceptable instead of reverse
ilow testing? (11 (Ib, John Zudans, Florida Power & Light)

Response

Verification of closure capability of stop check valves by using the handwheel
reets the ASME Code requirements. This, however, is not the preferred method
of test. The HRC staff considers reverse flow testing to be a more reliable
incication of valve operability.

Question 26

Regarding back ' low testing of check valves, what is the position of the
ceneric letter in the phrase " verify by other means?"
(III#39,MortKhazrai,ToledoEdison)

Response

The majority of the wording in the sentence in which this particular phrase
appears was taken directly from IWV-3522 of Section XI of the ASME Code. The
NRC staff included the phrase "by other positive treans" to be consistent with
the wording of the Code. When Generic Letter 89-04 was written, the staff did
not have in mind any particular techniques that it would consider acceptable.

_ _ _ _ _ .
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Position a, Pressure isolation Valves

Question 27

Is it the intent of Generic Letter 89-04 that the only Reactor Coolant System
Pressure isolation Valves (PlYs) to be included in the IST program are those
listed in the Technical Specifications and those which are Event V PIVs? (Ill
re, Larry Campbell, Toledo Edison)

For plar.ts licensed prior to 1979 which do not list all RCS Pressure Isolation
Vehes in their Technical Specifications, is it the intent of Position 4 of
Generic Letter 89-04 that only P]Vs listed in the Technical Specificetions and
Plvs which are " Event V" be included in the IST Program? (1]I f 9, LarryCanpbell, Toleco Edison)

Does the NRC anticipate requiring (in the future) that all RCS PlVs be inclucec;
, in the IST program? (111 #10, Larry Campbell, Toledo Edison)

Pesponse

The position in Generic Letter 89-04 represents only a limited area of the
staff's concerns regarding PIVs. The generic letter position only spplies to
those PlVs listed in individual plant Technical Specifications. However, the
staff recognizes that the PIVs in the Technical Specifications for nany plants,
particularly older plants, are a subset of the PIVs in the plant, in view of
this fact and other concerns regarding PIVs, the staff has recently undertaken
a program to reevaluate various aspects of P1Vs, including testing. Sample
inspections are being planned for several nuclear power plants as part of this
NRC program.

Question 28

What, if anything, is being done with the licensee responses to Generic Letter
87-0E? The generic letter references PlVs in Section 4; however, it appears
that there are no changes required due to Generic Letter 87-06. Is this true?(III #18, Wisconsin Public Service Corp.)

Pesponse

The responses to Generic Letter 87-06 are being used as input for the
resolution of Generic Issue 105, " Interfacing Systems LOCAs at Light Water
Reactors," under investigation by the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research. No further licensee action is required at this time with respect to
Generic Letter 87-06. |

.
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Position 5, Limitino Values of Full-Stroke Times for Power-Operated Valves

Question 29

Attachment 1, Position 5 in part states: "The deviation should not be so
restrictive that it results in a valve being declared inoperable due to
reasonable stroke time variations. However, the deviation used to establish
the limit should be such that corrective action would be taken for a valve that
may not perform its intended function." Given that MOVs operated by AC
incuction motors fail if slowec by more than approximately 101, a valve
normally stroking in 15 seconds will f ail to operate by a change of 1.5

By comparison, a reasonable deviation from normal stroke time of 15seconcs.
seconds caused by error in measurement might be 2 seconcs. The fact that the
reasonable ceviation for this 15 second valve is larger than the possible
ectual deviatior before failure makes the two quoted goals of Attachment 1,

'
Fosition 5, mutually exclusive. Request resolution.
(J (32, D. 2. Ritter, PP&L)

Response

The staff agrees that stroke times for AC motor-operated valves probably will
not change appreciably before failure, especially for MOVs that have relatively
short stroke times. If the ASME Code-identified testing does not provide
useful infortnation for evaluating the continued operability of these valves,
then the licensee should propose an alternative to the Code requirements that
coes provide such information. The Code requires the licensee to establish
limiting values of full stroke time for all power-operated valves and also
requires reasurement of stroke time to an accuracy of within 10 percent for
this particular case. The Code does not prohibit the measurererit of stroke
time more accurately or the setting of the limiting value at less than 25
percent above the normal stroke time. The NRC and industry recognize that the
Code-specific criteria are not sufficient for assuring operability of AC
motor-operated valves. In light of this recognition, the staff issued Bulletin
85-03 to require that licensees establish program to ensure that operator
switches for MOVs in certain important plant systems are selected, set, and
maintained properly. As a result, in part, of the response to that Bulletin,
the scope of the effort has been expanded in Generic Letter 89-10 to include
many other MOVs important to plant safety. NRC staff actions such as these
will be need to compensate for weaknesses in the IST provisions of the ASME
Code until an adeouate IST standard is available.

Question 30

In regard to Attachment 1, Position 5, what is to sidered a reasonable
deviation from the reference stroke time? (I #37 J. W. Connolly, Seabrook
Station)

,

e
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in regard to Attachment 1, Pesition 5, can the deviation be different for
valves with different functions and/or actuators? (I (38, J. W. Connolly,SeabrookStation)

What is meant by " reasonably limiting value of full-stroke time?' (I (48)
What methocs are considered acceptable for establishing the limiting value for
full stroke times for power operated valves as given in Position 5 of GenericLetter 69-04? (111 #50)

In reference to item 5 of Attachment 1, is there any generic guicance on whatis acceptable to the HEC on this iteu?
huclear 2) (IV & V fil, T. F. Hoyle, Washington

What is " reasonable" value for deviating from the reference stroke tire
established for valve testing (IV & V tl6, Arkansas huclear 1 and 2)

F.escense

The hht stuff has attempted to provic? thr. general philosophy for estatslishing
the limitirg stroke time. The establishment of specific values for the
liriting stroke tire is dependent on a variety of parameters relevant to the
particular valve and the conditions at the plant. The parameters include
operatirig characteristics, operating environments, actuator types, and valve
stroke times,

in that the test should confirm the operability of the component
and not the system, the limiting value is not to be considered a function of
the valves's safety significance. As the limiting value is specific to the
valve, the staff 15 ret in a position to provide values for limiting stroke

The licensee neecs to use its best judgement in assigning these values.tines.

The justification for the assigned values is expected to be docurentec and
available to the plant site for review by NRC personnel. One aspect of the
staff review will be a comparison of the litniting stroke time to the technicalspecification value.

Guestion 31

In regard to Attachment 1, Position 5 (paragraphs 2, 3 and 5), why are Tec
Specs or Safety Analysis limiting criteria not acceptable for valve optrabilityif maintenance is tri
Consolidated Edison) ggered by component evaluation? (1 e41, Eugene Perry,

dith respect to the application of stricter acceptance criteria for valve
stroke tiraes, apparently the HRC has some idea as to the philosophy and limitsthat would be acceptable.

This information should be shared with licensees.(II fl7)
Define the " limiting value of full-stroke time." Is this number the
cperatility nurter for the valve even if the Tech Spec stroke is much higher?
(11 a14, P. ark Cardile, Georgia Power)

.
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Response

The Technical Specifications provide assurance that important plant systems are
capable of performing their safety functions in a timely manner during selectedplant accidents. The provisions of Section XI of the ASME Code are intended to
ensure the continued operability of particular plant components. The distinct
bases for these two documents lead to criteria that may differ significantly.
Nevertheless, the Technical Specifications and ASME Code are both needed to
provice conficence that the nuclear power plant can be operated safely.
Therefore, the more restrictive criteria of the two documents must be followed
even though this might result in a component or system being declared
inoperable. The response to questions on position 8 of Generic Letter 89-04
also address the relationship of the ASME Code to the Technical Specific 6tions.

Question 32

15 it reouired to treasure stroke times of valves that are not provided with
remete position incicattor.? (11 til, John Zudans, Florida Power and Light)

Response

The ASME Code reouires the measurement of stroke time for all power-operated
volves regardless of whether they hdve remote position indication. The staff
has endorsed this requirement. Without specifics, the staff is not in a
pcsition to coment on alternate techniques that may be found acceptable.

M

Ouestion 33

When considering comparison of power-operated (stroke time) valves according to
valve type, Salve actuators, valve size, etc., we find there is no consistency
when using this comparison. However each valve consistently tests well. We
are currently looking at a cuantitative method of establishing maximum
allowable struke times. Is this an acceptable method?
(11 #28, Jim Holton, Florida Power Corp.)

Response

if we understand the irtent of the opening sentence of the question, we agree
that criteria for setting the limiting value of full-stroke time may vary for
each valve type, stroke time, size, etc. The use of a quantitative multiplier
on a reference time may be an acceptable method for setting these values.
However, as discussed in scrue of the responses above, the licensee should
document the justification for its quantitative methods of establishing maximum
allowable stroke times. Thi, justification should be available at the plant
site for review by NRC personne'.
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Question 34

When the stroke time of a power operated valve exceeds its [ limiting value for]
stroke time, as established in accordance with Position 5 of the Generic Letter
89-04, but is still within its plant Technical Specification or FSAR stroke
time limit, can perfonning an ev&luation which deterrrines if the valve may
remain operable be used to satisfy Position 5 in lieu of making it mandatory
that the valve be declared inoperable? (111 #12, N. J. Richter, Commonwealth
Edison)

Response

The limiting value of full stroke time is required to be established for all
power-operated valves. The limiting value should be that point at which the
licensee seriously cuestions the continued operability of the valve. It is
expected to be a value determined to be reasonable for the individual valve
based on that valve's characteristics and past performance, but not to exceed.

any safety analysis requirements. The value should not be based so yly on the
systen requirements or values specified in safety analyses for syster
performance. When the identified limit value is exceeded, the licensee shall
declare the component inoperatie and shall enter any applicable Technical
Specification limiting cor.di; on for operation (LCO). Following the
ceclaration that the valve is inoperable, the licensee r.ay perform an analysis
to identify the root cause of the problem with the valve. If this analysis
clearly demonstrates that the valve remains capable of performing its saftty
function,- the analysis might constitute the corrective action required by the
Code. The analysis should be documented.

Question 35

If the limitire value of full stroke tir,e is less than the " alert limit"
identified in the Code, does the trending still have to be done? (111t51)

Response

If the limiting value of full stroke time is exceeded, then the licenses shall
declare the valve inoperable and shall perform corrective action. Where the
limiting value is less timn the 25 percent or 50 percent " alert limits" for
trending as specified in the ASME Code, trending as envisioned by the Code
becomes a moot point. The licensee could identify a reduced percentage alert
limit for this valve to provide early warning of problems with this valve, but
this is not required either by the Code or by Generic Letter 89-04

|

Ouestion 36

In reference to Item 5 of Attachment 1, is atem 5 in fact a rewrite of the i

stroke time criteria that are to be applied in accordance with 0M-107
(IV & V #31, D. G. Dobson, Texas Utilities / Comanche Peak)

,

'
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Resconse

The information in Position 5 of Generic Letter 89-04 was not intended siruply
to be a rewrite of the information in ASME Standard OM-10. This position has
evolved over the years and is considered reasonable by the staff for
establisning limiting values of full stroke time for power-operated valves. As
such, the position represents a clarification of existing ASME Code
recuirerents. For its part, ASPE Standarc OM-10 does not provide guidance for
the establishment of the limiting value of full stroke time. This standard
however, does require that a valve be declared inoperable immediately upon ,
oiscovering that it fails to exhibit the required chance of obturator position
or exceeas the limiting value of full stroke time.

Questien 37

Since establishing maximum stroke time limits may in some cases at first prove
too restrictive, is it accept 6ble for corrective action to be an engineerin
evaluation which increases the time limit (based on more detailec analysis)g?(IV & V #33, Alan Harris, Waterford 3)

Response

The Comission regulations in 10 CFR 50.59 allow licensees to perform
engir eering evaluations of plant structures, systems, and components. If the
struke time limit is exceeded, the valve must be declared inoperable and any
applicable Technic 61 Specification lirniting condition for operation entered.
At that point, an engineering analysis may be performed to verify that the
valve is capable of performing its safety function. This analysis should
incluce rnore than a determination that the new value is less than the FSAR orTechnical Specification limit. For example, a root cause investigation should
be perforrned to determine the reasons for the stroke time increase.

Cuestion 38

He have been informed that we could omit the valve stroke time limits from our
IST Submittal. Where can we find guidance on what is really required in a
submittal (minimum scope)? (IV & V #37, Paul Croy, Southern Califc,rnia Edison,
San Onofre)

!

!
Do specific valve stroke time requirements (or limits) need to be specified in
the IST plan, or is specification in irtplementing procedures sufficient? If
procedures are sufficient, can existing litits referenced in the plan be
removed in a future revision? If plan specification is required, is this
limited to Technical Specification and safety analysis stroke time limits, or
must owner specified stroke tire limits that are required also be in the plan?
(IV & V #38, Terry Pellisero, Pacific Gas & Electric, Diablo Canyon)

-- _ _ _ - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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Response

The specific limiting values of full stroke time for each power operated valve
as determined according to Position 5 of Generic Letter 89-04 are not requireoto be identifieo in the IST program. These limiting values, however, should be
proviaed in a document such es the individual test procedure or a general
procedure that ioentifies the criteria for establishing these values. The
concern for the specification of limiting values is the result of weaknesses
that the NRC staff has f ound while reviewing IST procedures. As a general
rule, IST programs should contain sufficient information to indicate what
parameters are being measured, how tests are being performed, and the bases for
the acceptability of any departures from the ASME Code. For example, the
progr.m should indicate forward flow testing or back flow testing, or both, forcheck valves.

Postion 6, Stroke Time Measurements for Rapid Actino Valves

Questten 39

With referente 10 the Generic letter item 6, paragraph 4, where does the
two-seconds come from and what is the bases for the two-second only criteria,
could this be a minimum of 3 or 4 seconds? (I fl9, Al Koehl, NES)

Response

The two-second criterion is based on the staff's consideration of the response
time of personnel and ecuipment and the difficulties involved in applying theASME Code requirements in this situation. Any alternative to Position 6 of
Generic Letter 89-04 or the ASME Code requirements may be submitted, along with
a sound basis, for staff review through a relief request. As relief requests
ccntaining alternatives to the Code requirements are expected to address the
fundamental purpose of inservice testing, see the sumaries of the opening
presentations for a discussion of this subject.

Question 40

Generic Letter 89-04 states that previous analysis (!Wy-3417(a)) can be
replaced with a conservative " reference value" comparison. Generic Letter
89-04 states this should be documented in the IST program. Should this change
be made by relief request or by a text change to the program body? (1 f23, JeffNyhard, Nine Mile Station)

Generic letter position on power operated valve stroke times of greater than
ten seconds is to place the valve in increased frequency if stroke time is 4

'

greater than 25% of the t,ase line stroke time.
(Ill f38, Mort Khazrai, Toledo Edison)

|

I
1
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Response

When the staff prepared the discussion in Position 6 of Generic Letter 89-04,
the cbjective of the first paragraph was to set the stage for the discussion on
" rapid acting" valves, and it was not intended to address all aspects of stroketire for power-operated valves. Nevertheless, the staff believes that the use
of a reference value stroke time as a base line for comparison of routine test
values is a better method of evaluating change in valve performance than that
specified ASME Code IWV-3400. Therefore, if a licensee wishes to use reference
values rather than previous test values for comparing stroke times for valves
with normal stroke times equal to or less than two seconds, the generic letter
provices the vehicle for this deviation from the Code and a relief request need
not be submitted. As the generic letter does not address valves with normal
stroke times greater than ten seconds, a licensee must sut,mit a relief request
for staff review and approv61 before using reference values as a base line for
stroke tir.es for these valves.

.

Question 41

Can an MOV or poner-operated valve have a dual classification under " rapid '
t

acting" and "less than 10 seconds?" For example, we have valves that stroke
closed in less than 2 seconds ar.d open in less than ten seconds. Therefore, is
the classification and the previous test (or reference test) percentage based
on opening time or closing time? (I #34, Jef f Neyhard, Nine Mile Station)

Response

If the valve performs a safety function in both positions, and the stroke time
in cr.e cirecticn is less than two seconds, then for that stroke direction, the
licensee may use either the acceptance criteria of ASME Code or the staff's
position for rapid acting valves. Where the stroke time for the valve in the
other direction is greater than two seconds, the acceptance criteria for that
stroke time range, as identified in the Code, should be followed when testing

!

|

the valve in the greater-than-two-second direction. Sinilcrly, the alternative
concerning measurements of changes in stroke time allowed by Generic Letter
89-04 r.ay be used for the stroke direction that has a stroke time of less than
two seconds. (NOTE: Although both MOVs and power-operated valves are
mentioned, the question is more applicable to air-operated valves. Norma lly,
NOVs do not have widely different stroke times for the open and close
directions.)

.
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Positien 7, Testinc Individual Control Rod Scram Velves in BWRs

No questions.

Position 8, Startino Point for Time Period in T5 ACTION Statements

Question 42

10 CFR 50.55 dei states that IST programs comply with Section XI. Section XI
states for aives that *If the condition is not, or cannot be, corrected within
24 hours, the valve shall be declared inoperative." This is in oirect
disagreement with the Generic Letter which states that the LCO must be declared
immed ia te ly. How do you justify this disagreement with the Code?
(1 f5, Dave Wallace, Fitzpatrick)

-

Generic Letter 89-04 implies that the 24 hour tine period for declaring valves
operable versus inoperable does not apply. Can the utility continue to use the
24 hours before declarine a valve inoperable? (I f27, Jeff Neyhard, Nine MileStation)

Position 8 specifically states that licensees cannot use the 24-hour grace
period for declaring a valve inoperable (IWY-3417(b)) and must make such
declaration imediately upon recognition of exceeding a stroke time limit.
Position 5 states that the intent of developing more restrictive strohe time
limits is to identify a valve problem "before the valve reaches the point where
there is a high probability of failure to perform if its 56fety function iscalled upon. Per Position 5, exceeding the more restrictive lirait does not
imply that the valve is inoperable but that the prcbability of failure is
increased. With this philosophy, the 24-hour grace period is even more
reasonable. (11 iB, John Zudans, Florida Power and Light)

This questien is in reference to Item 8 of Attachment 1: " Starting point for
time period in Technical Specifications ACTION statement." This item
eliminates the 24-hour clock for valves which exceed Section XI limits. In
most cases, the Technical Specifications limits are higher than the Section XI
limit. This item needs discussion. (11 (15, John Kin, Virginia Power)

Response

The Standard Technical Specifications in Section 4.0.5 specifically states that
the more restrictive requirements of the Technical Specifications take
precedence over the ASME Code. For example, the Technical Specification
definition of OPEPABLE does not grant a grace period before a device that is
not capable of performing its specified function is declared inoperable. That
definition takes precedence over the ASME Code, which allows up to 24 hours
before ceclaring inoperable a valve that (1) is incapable of exhibiting the
required change of disk position or (2) has exceeded its limiting value of full
stroke time. Therefore, if a valve is tested and the data indicate that it is
inoperable as defined by the required action range, then that valve must be
declared inoperable at that time and not 24 hours later. This elimination of
the 24-hour grace period before declaring a valve inoperable is consistent with
the requirements of ASME Standard OM-10.

__
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,0,uestion 43

If it is obvious that a test has been run incorrectly (i.e., a recorded
paraneter is cut of the range of the device being tested), do we still enter
the action statement before re-running the test? (I #26, Bill Kittle, PSE&G- Salem)

When a piece of equipment enters the required action range, why must the Tech
Specs action statement be entered without some time to reflect on why it has
entered the reovired action r4nge? A reasonable approach would be to establish
a limited reflection time, for example the existing shift, to review how the
test was conducted and review previous tests to see what the problem is. In
declaring equipment inoperable when it really may not be upon review of how the
test was conducted, generates needless paperwork and impacts INPO avail-ability
statistics (i.e., HPCI, RCIC, RHR). (1 #28, Bob Binz, PSE&G HopeCreek)

.

Fesponse

for sore time, the hRC staff has been Concerned with the unrestricted grace
period for ceclaring a component inoperable allowed by the ASME Code. One
example of this grace period is the 24-hour delay allowed by IWV-3417 of
Sect:en XI following a failure of a valve to exhibit the required change of
disk position. The staff's concern in this area has been expressed to
indivicual licensees on many occasions. In order to provide guidance that is
consistent with the Standard Technical Specifications and that can be applied
generically, the stuff developed Position 8 of Generic Letter 89-04 which*

states that the unrestricted grace period in the A5f E Code is unacceptable.
Once a component is declared inoperable, the action statement in the Technical
Specifications would provice time for evaluation of the situation, including
performing the test, before change is required in plant operating mode. A
licensee may propose alternatives to the hRC staff's position, for example, a
valve stroke time that is less than the limiting stroke time could be
established as an alert time. If the alert time is exceeded and the limiting
time is rot, the licensee would initiate a 24-hour period for evaluating the
condition of the valve before declaring it inoperable.

Question 44

Address the conflicts between the background of the generic letter which st6tes
"The intent of testing is to detect degradation affecting operation and assess
whether adequate margins are maintained" and Position 8 regarding the starting
point for Technical Specificaiton ACTION statements. This will require
declaring components inoperable which are capable of fulfilling their safetyfunction (i.e., operable). (11 f33, Philip J. North, Duke Power)
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Response

The staff does not see a conflict between the statement in the background and
Position 8 of Generic Letter 89-04. Testing is intended to detect degradation
of a component and to provide assurance that adequate margins are maintainco.
Where testing indicates that a component has undergone such degradation that
its operability is in question (e.g., the limiting value of full stroke time for
a valve has been exceeded), Position 8 of the generic letter requires that
the component be declared inoperable.

Ques'. ion 45

Refarring to paragraph 8, af ter testing a pump and declaring it inoperable, is
it acceptable to replace the process instruments with test instruments which
are more accurate then retest, rather than recalibrating process instruments?
(IV & V #14, Arkansas Nuclear I and 2)

,

Respnse

Accuracy of the instrumentation is an important consideration in the per-
formance of a test. In addition, the test must be performed in a manner that
allows the test results to be compared for trenas. This consistent per-
formance of a test is sometimes referred to as " repeatability." Where instru-
ments with different characteristics (such as with respect to range and
accuracy) are used for each test, the ability to monitor the results for trends
may be lost. Therefore, the st.ft prefers that the same set of instruments be
useo in performing tests on a particular component. This can be accomplished
most readily by use of properly calibrated process instruments installed in the
system. The installation of test instrumentation that are more accurate that
the process instruments is allowed by the ASME Code. For the example cited by

,

the question, after declaring the pump inoperable because of the test results
from process instruments, the operability of the pump may be verified by more
accurate test equipment. Because the same instruments should be used for test
to monitor the results for trends, the licensee should recalibrate the process
instruments for their continued use or should establish a procedure to use the
more accurate test instruments from that point forward.

!

Ouestion 46
i

In reference to Item 8 of Attachment 1, it states that the provisions to
recalibrate in IWP-3230(d) can only be done after the component is declared
inoperable. What if, during a pump test, before test data is taken, it is
clearly observed that a gauge is malfunctioning. Do I need to declare the pump
inoperable, or can I stop testing and recalibrate?
(IV & V #36, Ken Trippel, Houston Lighting & Power / South Texas Project)

l

l
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Response

If a test is underway (regardless of whether test data have been taken) and it
is cbvious that a gauge is malfunctioning, the test may be halted and the
instruments should be promptly recalibrated. One example might be a wildlyfluctuating gauge. It should be noted, however, that, in many situations where
anomalous data are indicated, it may not be clear that the problem lies with
the gauge. In these cases, the licensee should attribute the problem to pumpperformance. The licensee woulo then declare the pump inoperable and evaluate
the condition of the pump during the time allotted by the applicable TechnicalSpecification.

Position 9, Pump Testing Using Minimum-Flow Return Line or Without flow
Measurir.g Devices

.

Question 47

Mith reference to the Generic Letter item 9, in cases where only the minimum
flow return line is the available path, would the generic letter be revised to
consider reducing the 5 minute time required for stabilizing the pump as
required by IWP-3500(a) to a lesser time such as 2 or 3 minutes in order to
minimize the possibility of pump damage occurring during the pump's operationaltest? (1 #20, Al Koehl, hES)

resconse

The staff does not intend to revise Generic Letter 89-04 to change any currentpositions or to address additional issues. If there is a problem concerning
compliance with the ASME Code, requests for relief from the Code may submitted.

Question 48

In mini-flow recirculation lines are instrumented for flow, are quarterly tests
alone, which measure flow, differential pressure, and vibration, acceptable?(lv & V #18, Waterford 3)

pesponse

Mini-flow recirculation line tests are not prohibited by Section XI of the ASME
Code. The staff, however, believes that a mini-flow test can be detrimental to
a pump and is not a desirable test configuration. These tests produce data of
marginal value and provide little confidence in the continued operability of
the pump. The staff would prefer a more comprehensive test performed at some
recuted frequency rather than relying only on the mini-flow test that is
performed cua rterly. This particular issue may be a topic of another generic
letter addressing inservice testing in the future.

.
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0uestion 49

Hany mini-retirculation lines have no means to adjust flow to a reference value i

prior to tating data. Thus, this recirculation flow is relatively fixed. !

Since Table IWP 3100-2 limits are placed in cifferential pressure, what
!

criteria should be used to place limits on flow? Even with a fixed-flow
system, measured flow will demonstrate some variation test-to-test due to .

instrument repeatability, operator interpolation of needle position on meter |
face, etc.

Table IWP 3100-2 limits do not seem appropriate for flow in this
To allow both flow anc differential pressure to vary within 13t ranges

case.
i

coes not appear to mt.et the intent of Section ]WP. I
(}V & V f]9, Waterford 3) '

|

Response I

!
In most cases, mini-flow recirculation lines do not have flow adjustmentcapability. The ASME Code recognizes this in IWP-3110, which permits the use
of one or more fixec sets of reference values for pump testing. The Code
idertifies acceptance criteria for both differential pressure and flow rate in
Table IWF-3100-2. It is not permissible for both parameters to vary during atest. With one parameter set at a reference value, the other parameter isccmpared to the acceptance criteria. ;

'

Ouestion 50
t

It is i.ere desirable to test pumps at substantial flow conditions than on mini-recirculation lines. Should entire trains of safety systems be declared i

inoperable and 72 hour action statements entered solely to realign these
systems for inservice testing? Does the ot,taining of "better" pump cata |

Justify the increased risk to the public during the time the system cannot
perform its safety function? (IV & V (20, Waterford 3) ;

'

Pesponse
:

As stated in the question, it is more desirable to test pumps with substantial
flow than in mini-flow recirculation configurations. The hRC staff, however,

1

does not agree with the questioner that the performance of inservice testingresults in increased risk to the public. Inservice testing is intended to
provide assurance of the continued operability of pumps and valves. To provide
this assurance, it is considered acceptable for a Technical Specification
action statement to be entered on infrequent occasions in order to test a ;

Where a system must be taken out of service to perform a test,componer.t . :

it is likely that, in the event of a plant emergency the system could be )
realigned for operation in short order. Where one train of a safety system
will be disabled for an extended period or both trains of the system must be .

)made inoperat,le to perform a test, the licensee should propese a testing
schedule that provides for verification of component operability with testing

'

performed during period (e.g., refueling outages) when availability of the
system is not essential to plant safety.

1

i
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ __-
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Position 10, Containment Isolation Valve Testing

Ouestion 51

In regard to Attachment 1, Position 10, why can't valves other than containment
isolation valves (CIVs) that are 6 inches or larger be exempt from the needlessrequirement of IWV-3427(b)? (1 #40, J. W. Connolly, Seabrook Station)

Does the exemption from IWV-3427(b) pertain to pressure isolation valves (PlYs)as well as Appendix J valves?
(11 #4, John Zudans, Florida Power and Light)

Do P1Vs have relief from IWV-3427(b)? Item 10 on Attachment 1 only discussesCIVs (Ill 646)

Response

.

The relief f rom IWV-3427(b) of the ASME Code granted through Generic letter
39-04 only applies to C1Ys under cor,tainment leak rate testing. This pcsition
was written in response to numerous relief requests concerning CIVs from
licensees that cited difficulties in trending leak rate data. We were not
aware of similar cifficulties with PlVs during reactor coolant system leaktesting. The relief from the explicit requirements of IWY-3427(b) should not
be taken as an indication that the NRC staff is disregarding the value of
trending CIV lea k testing data. Until more information is available on
appropriate leak rate limits and on reasonable scatter of data, however,
Position 10 will remain in effect for CIVs. The NRC staff anticipates
developing a more comprehensive position of the subject in a future generic
corrunication to licensees.

Position 11, IST Program Scope

Ouestion 52

IIWV-1200 specifically exempts control valves from testing. Why are these
valves included in the list of example in IST program scope as part of |
Attachment I? ( 1 #6, Dave Wallace, Fitzpatrick) i

!

Response

IWV-1200 of the ASME Code does not exempt valves that have a required safetyfunction from the provisions of Section XI. Code interpretation XI-1-83-59
states that it is a requirement of Section XI that flow control valves that
have one or more defined safety-related functional requirements be classifieed
Category A or B, as applicable, and tested in accordance with the requirements
of Subsection IWV. This philosophy applies to all control valves that have one
or more defined safety-related functional requirements.

|
1

e
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Question 53

Please clarify the last three lines of Generic Letter item 11 of Attachment 1.
(! 710, Shafi Rokerya, New York Power Authority)

The scope statement of Position 11 is rauch too vague. The position with
respect to program scope must be clarified and explained to provide further
guicence and should elho address the backfit issue,
it has been the practice of adding noditional components to the scope of ISTin addition, in the past,
Programs via the authority of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(ii). How will this be addressedin the future? (11 r5, John 2udans, Florida Power & Light)

Do safety-related components outside of Class 1, 2, and 3 need to be tested in
accorou.ce with the Code and be included in the IST program, or is it the
intent to have some form of testing to demonstrate operability. (111 #29,Vince Treague, Point Beach)

In reference to item 11 of Attachrent 1, please clarify the intent of the lastsentence of this 1 tem:
"Therefore, while 10 CFR 50.55a delineates the testing

requirerents for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pumps and valves, the testing of
pumps anc valves is not to be limited to only those covered by 10 CFR 50.556."
(lv & V #10, T. f. Hoyle, Washington Nuclear 2)

How will the NRC review pump and valve testing not included in the scope of theIST progran.?
(ly & V t15, Arkansas huclear 1 and 2)Will the ASME Code requirements be applied to these components?

.

Response

Criterict
1 in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 requires, among other things, that

corponents important to safety be tested to quality standards commensurate with
the importance of the safety functions to be perforced. Appendix B to Part 50
describes the quality assurance program, which includes testing, forsaf ety-re lated components. Paragraph (g) of 10 CFR 50.55a requires the'use of
Section XI of the ASME Code for inservice testing of components covered by theCode. For other components important to safety, the licensee also has the
burden of demonstrating their continued operability. The list provided in
Position 11 contains examples of components that have t,een shown by our
experience to frequently omitted from a routine testing program. The licensee
should review the safety significance of these identified components to ensure
that the inservice testing is adequate to demonstrate their continuedoperability. NRC inspectors will evaluate the adequacy of such testiro. The
Code-required IST program is a reasonable vehicle to provide a periodic
demonstration of the operability of pumps and valves not covered by the Code,
if non-Code components are included in the ASME Code IST program (or some other
licensee-develcped inservice testing prograra) and certain Code provisions
cannot be met, the Commission regulations (10 CFR 50.55a) do not require a" request for relief" to be submitted to the staff. Nevertheless, documentation
that provides assurance of the continued operability of the non-Code components
through the perforraed tests should be available at the plant site.
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Question 54

The Diesel Generator air start system direction that was in the initial draft
of Generic Letter 89-04 has now been dropped. Can we remove the testing from
cur program? (Not that we would, I feel it is a good practice) (I (22, Jef fheyhard, Nine Mile Station)

In Fosition 11, why were the emergency diesel generator support system
components deleted f rom the list in the final version of the letter? (!! 13,
John Zudans, Florida Power & Light)

Response

Typically, the Emergency Diesel Generator air start system is not Code Class 1,
2, or 3 and, therefore 10 CFR 50.55a does not require the testing of these
components to be performed under the provisions of the ASME Code. Energency
Diesel Generator air start, cooling water, and fuel oil transfer systems,

-

however, are censidered safety related. As such, Appendices A anc B to Part 50
recuire tha t tr.ey unaergo component testing.

Question EE

Are the items listed in Attachment i number 11c, d, and e specific to PWRs? (I#24, John Lindburg, PF&l)

Fespcnse

The listed itets were not intended to apply to every plant. Each licensee
shculd review the list and determine those items applicable to its facility.
Jn response to the specific question, items 11c, d, and e do not apply to EWRs.

.

l

!

I.
,,_,m.
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OTHER QUESTIONS DURING GENERIC LETTER 89-04 MEETING 5

Schedule for Imolementino the Generic Letter

Question 56

The scope of the Generic letter is broad and requires more than the allotted6 months for response.
What guidance can be given for extension of the

(1 #8, Dave Wallace, Fitzpatrick)response date?

How much is expected to be done at the end of 6 months?
(1#50)

What is the schedule requirerent for implementing additional or revised
testing arising from the activities related to the generic letter?
mind that the results of reviews and evaluations must be available prior to

Keep in

revising and implementing the related procedures. (11 69, John Zudans,Florica Power & Light)

Do the requirements to conform to the stated positions of the generic
letter within 6 months of the date of the letter mean that all procedures
have to be revised and approved within this 6 month period, or is it
acceptable to have procedures in the process of being revised within the 6
renth period? (111 #15, M. H. Richter, Commonwealth Edison) )

Due to outage schedules and constraints, are there any provisions for
not completing all equipment modifications within 18 months of the date of
confirutory letter, or the first scheduled refueling outage following the
ccnfirmation letter? (!!! t16, M. H. Richter, Comonwealth Edison)

Ho,< are extensions of the October 3,1989 deadline viewed; what factors are
ccrsidered on sucn requests? (illt21, Point Beach Nuclear Plant)

to utilities have to contact their Project Managers to schedule imediately
a reeting to resolve any requested relief requests outside the generic I

letter (prior to required test frequency) to obtain approval and avoid
violation after submittal, or will there be a grace period? (Illt41)

Response

With regard to plants not listed in Table 1 or 2 of Generic Letter 89-04,
the intent is that, by the end of six months, (1) the IST program would be
revised to incorporate all the requirements of the generic letter, (2) the ;

procedures would be written and implemented, (3) the confirmation letter and
any necessary additional relief requests would be submitted to the NRC, and 1

(4) a schedule would be provided for any plant modifications necessary to |

comply with the requirements.
It is additionally intended that any necessary

equipment modifications be completed within 18 months of the date of the l

confirr.ation letter or the first scheduled refueling outage following theconfirmation, whichever occurs later.
|

|
!

.
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We have received several connents stating that this schedule may not beachievable. For example, one licensee noted that acceptance criteria need
to be cevelopec before procedures can be prepared and implemented.
preparation of the procedures, several weeks were said to be needed toFollowing
provide the necessary training to plant personnel on various shif ts.
Another licensee indicated that the resources necessary to implement the
generic letter had to be determined to justify to management the need forcor, tractor assistance. Even where licensee management accepts the justift-
tation for contractor assistance, it was said that few highly qualified

i

contractors in the area of inservice testing are available.

With respect to equipment modifications, one licensee hypothesized a
situation where a refueling outage began soon after the confirmation letter
and the next refueling outage would be a month or two beyond the 18-monthlimit.

Several other reasor.s that the NRC staff does not consider sufficient
to justify not meeting the scheduel in the generic letter were also given bymeeting attendees.

These insufficient reasons include (1) the lack of
activity relative to Generic Letter 69-04 until the NRC meetings took place

-

|

;
and (2) the la ' of a designated individual responsible for IST at the plant'

when the Gerer, etter was issued, if any particular plant anticipates aproblem in meett
the schecule, this should be discussed with the NRCFroject Manager. In determining the necessary schecule extensions, licensees

must r. arrow the schedule relief to the smallest set of revisions to the ISTprogram anc procedures, and modifications to equipment. The information
submitted to the NRC by the licensee to justify a delay in meeting the
schedule established in Generic Letter 89-04 must contain at least (1) a
description of the actions to be completed by October 3, 1989, including an
interim schedule of accomplishments by system and component, (2) a description
cf the action for which an extension in the schedule is being requested with
the specific proposed schedules for the program, procedures, and any
necessary eouipment mocifications, and (3) a discussion of the specific
reasor.s for the need to extend the schedule, including the hierarchy of the
proposed schedule extensicos as established by their importance and dependenceen the completion of other actions.

Questicn 57

Does the NRC expect the licensee to take any specific action prior to
receipt of the SER? (IV & V il, T. F. Hoyle, Washington Nuclear 2)

is it the intent to have all implementing procedures of changes
requirec by Attachment 1 be completed within 6 months? Does this apply to
Table 1 and Table 2 plants? (lv & V #6, T. F. Hoyle, Washington Nuclear 2)

pesponse

The positions in Generic Letter 89-04 address both program and proceduralissues. positions 4, 5, and 8 are related to procedures and would not be
{covered by a review of the IST program. The remainder of these positions
!are related to both the IST program and the procedures, for Table 1 plants,
{we believe that it would be reasonable for the generic letter provisions to

be implemented within six months of issuance of the SER. )The precise
{

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______---_____a
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schecule, hcwever, will be specified in the SER. The rchedule for Table 1
plants is keyed to the SER because the licensee nee - :n opportunity to

the SER before having to comit to an implen,entation schedule.review

hevertheless, the staff encourages Table 1 plants to begin verifying that
plant procedures are consistent with the generic letter before receipt of
their SER. Table 2 licensees should verify that plant procecures are
consistent with the generic letter positions within six months of issuance
cf Generic Letter 89-04.

Confirr2 tion Letter

Question SB

With our confirmation letter will be a couple of relief requests. How
will they be handled? Can we assume relief is granted? Do we have to wait
for your SER? (I r30, Joann West, Beaver Valley)

What is the level of infornation expected in the response to the generic
letter? How detailed must it be? (11 f 27, Garry Galbreath, Duke Power)

Is " relief" required for items per Generic Letter 89-04 which differ from
the ASME Code? (1]] t22, Point Beach Nuclear Plant)

Resconse

A confirration letter from a particular licensee may contain several forms
of inforcetion, cepending on the IST program. The confirmation letter
should accress the extent to which the licensee's program and procedures
meet the positions attached to Generic Letter 89-04. It is anticipated that
most licensees will have to modify their 15T prograns as a result of the 1

'

generic letter. The revised program should accompany the confirmation
letter. In cases where a generic letter position that approves an alterna-
tive to the ASME Code is being followed, a relief request is not required,
but the deviation f rom the Code should be documented in the IST program
along with its method of approval (i.e., through the relevant generic letter
position). As a suggestion, licensees m6y reserve the use of the tem
'' relief request" for those cases where specific staff review and approval jare neeced before implementation.

If a licensee cannot meet one of the generic letter positions, an alternate
test methoc may be performed, providing the provisions of Paragraph B of the
generic letter are met. This Paragraph B approach for generic letter
positions does not require a relief request but the justification should be
retained in the IST program. In that the generic letter does not supersede
the regulations in any way, the option still exists to submit requests for
relief from the Code for program-related positions in the generic letter.>

For plants not listed on Table I or 2 (i.e., plants that will be submitting.

a confirmation letter), any requests outside the scope of the generic letter

. - ,
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that were submitted before April 3, 1989 are approved by the issuance of the ,

'Generic Letter. If a relief request is submitted after April 3 o a relief
request submitted before April 3 is modified, the requested relief may )

1

not be it plernented until receipt of staff approval. The date by which
Ithese relief request approvals are needed should be specified in the

confirmation letter 50 that their review may be prioritized.
'

Verification of Generic Letter Implementation

Ouestien 59

When and how is guidince going to be provided to the Regional offices
on inspection and enforcement of the issues stated in the Generic Letter?(I r3, Cave Wallace, Fitzpatrick)

.

Regarding the approval of the IST Program scope and related relief requests,
it appears that NRC is not planning to perform detailed review and is merely
stating that their responsibility re.10 CFR 50.55a is satisfied by the
generic letter supplemented by plant site inspections. This eliminates the
pre-approval discussions done previously; however little guidance is
prcvided to give licensees' confidence that the subjective opinions rf the
various inspectors can be anticipated before the fact. It would help if
there were some mechanism whereby a utility could receive an official
opinion /cetermination with respect to program scope and relief request

.queries in a tinely manner. (11 #6, John Zudans, Florida Power & Light),

1

With respect to inspections, will there be an inspection module developed,or is this to be an "ad hot"
Florida Power & Light) tyoe of inspection? (11 #27, Ron Jacobstein,

{

i

To what extent is the NRC planning to make their guidance uniform policy foreli inspections? It is very important that uniform policy be applied at all
facilities, regardless of the composition of inspecting teams. (11 #38, John2udans, Florida Power & Light)

Many alterriatives that are given seem vague and subject to interpretation.
Who decides adequacy and what are the ramification of differences between
licensees and the NRC? (111t23, Point Beach Nuclear Plant)

What guidante will Region /NRR auditors use in accessing IST Programs forTable 1 or 2 plants?
T.F. Hoyle, Washington Nuclear 2)Will they use the SER or the generic letter? (IV &V #3,

,

.|

1
Resoonse

1
'

The NRC staf f has been performing activities to provide assurance that
application of the generic letter by the inspectors will be consistent.
For example, a meeting to discuss the generic letter was held in Rockville,l'aryland, in April 1989, and each NRC Region office was represented. A
temporary instruction (TI) will be written by NRC/NRR, providing guidance to
the regional inspectors on prioritized inspection activities for IST and the
Generic Letter 89-04 It is intended that the TI will be completed in six

!'
!
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to eight months.

Periodic NRR/ Region counterpart meetings will be held toensure consistency on the IST sut>]ect matter. Additionally, the inspection
teans are expectec to be made up of HRC/NRR, NRC Region, and contractor
personnel, thereby providing for consistent communication.
will assist the staf f in werifying the adequacy of the IST program ratherThese inspections
than verifying adequacy by the traditional staff review. It is intended
that the inspectors will rely on the Generic Letter, the temporary instruction
and the particular SER for Table 1 and 2 plants.
be performed on an ad hoc basis. These inspections will not ,

NRC review before IIIdir implementation, licensees may direct questionsAlthough only relief requests will receive
~

concerning interpretation of requirements on the IST program and procedures
to the NRC staff through their Project Manager.

,

Ouestion 60

If the SER does not constitute hRC concurrence that the generic letterrecuirerents (at
submittal) are ret, then how will issuance of SERs to Table 1 or Table 2least those that are routinely adcressed in the program
clants constitute NRC a
Alabama Fower Company) pproval of the IST program? (11 #19, Sic Burns,

Will all 5ERs issued in the near future, or recently issued, incorporate allthe issues in the g(neric letter? (11 e41)

Response

It is recognized that the positions in Generic Letter 89-04 go beyond the
areas coverec by past SERs on inservice testing. Positions 4, 5, and 8 deal
with procecural matters that are not reflected in the IST programs and SERs
Therefore, it cannot tse expected that an SER would constitute concurrence .

that all of the generic letter positions have been met.
anc 2 plants explicitly contain approval only for relief reouests.The SERs for Table 1
SERs can be considered as providing IST program approval only in that the

These

practice has been to perform a thorough review and identify problem areasthat reed resolution.

Dodates and Revisions of the IST Procrams

Question 61

If relief requests exist that do what one, or any, of the positions state,
should these recuests be retracted with the confirmation /resubmittal?(11 #29, Jim Holton, Florida Power Corp.)

Lo '' changes to the program" include administrative changes such as referencing
different procedures, or just intent of program? (11 #32, Jim Holton, FloridaPowerCorp.)

In instances when a licensee modifies their IST program beyond tm currently
submitted to the NRC, [as discussed in) Paragraph D of the generic letter,
and reviews the modification against the positions found in Attachment 1, is
it reovired that the IST program modifications be submitted to the i.RCi(111 #14, P.. h. Richter, Commonwealth Edison)
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|

Our plant is on Table 1. We have revised the program to identify Generic
Letter 89-04 as a reference and made some minor changes consistent with theletter. Do we need to resubmit the program? (111 #26, Steve Bell, Illinois
Power)

Are all future revisions to the IST program required to be submitted to the
Commission? Section D of the generic letter is silent on this subject.
(IV & V FS, T. F. Hoyle, Washington Nuclear 2)

Does the generic letter mean that program submittals are no longer reouired?
Unoer what circumstances are submittals still required? (IV & V f12, Arkar,sas
Nuclear One)

Shoulo we provide changes to the NRC as soon as made even if numerous
" tris tal" or * typo" changes are being issued? What about the "ctAplete and
accurate" requirerent in 10 CFR 50.97 (IV & V #30, Paul Croy, Southern California

-

Edison / San Onofre)

Should updated plans document specific relief requests that were approvec on
a prior cate? (IV & V #34, Alan Harris, Waterford 3)

Since prograns are revised frecuently and in a piece-rneal f ashion, does the
hRC expect each change to be submitted as soon as it's made, or is once per
year, once per two years, etc. adequate? (IV & V #35, San Onofre 1)

Resoonse

The NRC staff should have the current IST program being irplemented at
each plant even if this means that a licensee sends multiple submittals to
the IGC each year. The most up-to-date version of an IST program will not
be used for the purpuse of the staff performing complete program reviews as
has been done in the past. Rather, it is needed to prepare for IST ir,spectionsand to assist in the review of relief requests. The staff would prefer to
have a complete program rather than individual changed pages. The identi-
fication in the program of the mechanism for approval of specific relief
requests would be particularly helpful. That is, the program should
indicate whether the approval is (1) through a position in Generic Letter
89-04, (2) by virtue of the relief request being outside the scope of the
positions in the Generic Letter and submitted before April 3,1989,(3)
through the mechanism described in Paragraph B in the generic letter, or
(4) obtained using a relief request that will need staff approval by a
specific date. Currently-approved relief requests that follow a generic
letter position should not be retracted but the r.ource of ap
the generic letter) should be identified in the IST program. proval (i.e.,Non-technical
anc minur typographical changes may be held until the licensee has collected
several such changes.

This is considered to meet the intent of 10 CFR 50.9for complete and accurate information. For plants not listed in Table 1 or
2, revisions to the IST program should be sent when the confirrration letter
is submitted.

- _ . _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ .
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Question 62

If valves are acced to or removed from the systen, does the change to
the program require resubmittal? (11 #32, Jim Holton, Florida Power Corp.)

Can components be deleted without prior NRC approval? (111d45)

Resconse

heither the Comission regulations in 10 CFR 50.55a(g), in general, nor
Generic Letter 89-04, in particular, require the licensee to obtain NRC
approval on each test on every component in the IST progran. As long as
the program is consistent with the regulations, the ASME Code, anc the
Generic Letter, relief is not required. To amplify, deletions from or
additions to the IST program do not necessarily require NRC approval. The
burcen is on the licensee to verify that their IST program is complete and,

all components that require IST are included and tested to the extent
practical. lf 3 particular component is deleted from the IST progran,
documentation of e reason in an appropriate place is recomenced.

Question 63

Please clarify the intent of the last sentence of [Section 0]: "The
modified program should comply with the disposition of relief requests in
any applicable SER based on a previously submitted IST program." The
sentence quoted above seems to apply to Table 1 or Table 2 plants only.
Also, the sentence seems to allow the use of an extension of a previously
granteo reiief request. (IV &V #4, T. F. Hoyle, Washington huclear 2)

Fesponse

Section D of the Generic Letter 89-04 applies to all plants. Prev iouslyapproved relief recuests remain valid. However, if a i' lief reauest has
been denied in an SER, the SER usually provides information on the reason
the relief request was denied and recommendations on appropriate actions for
the licensee. The last sentence of Section D is indicating that these
recommended actions should be followed.

Question 64

It is clear that if an NRC position is covered by Attachment 1, then the
licensee must either comply with or follow the alternate provisions contained_

in Section B of the generic letter. But fo'r program changes not covered by
Attachment 1, [Section D] states that the provisions of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)should be followed. This infers that a relief must be submitted. Further,
in accordance with the plant Technical Specifications, relief must be '

granted prior to implementation. (IV &Y #4, T. F. Hoyle, Washington Nuclear 2)

,
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Response

,

It 15 correct that, where an IST program change is proposed that is outside
I the scope of the positions in the Generic Letter and does not meet the

Section XI requirements, the licensee must submit a relief request to the
NRC f or review. The program change may not be implemented prior to staffapproval.

Question 65

for plants with SERs, can changes to NRC rev4 wed and approved programs be
made without aaditional submitta's to the NRC? what if changes are in
accorcance with the generic letter? (IV&Vf13, Arkansas Nuclear 1 and 2)

Response

As describec in the response to Question 61 licensees need to send any
changes to their IST program to the NRC. If these changes are in conformance
with Generic Letter E9-04, NRC rev1ew and approval are not necessary. The !
IST programs sLtmitted to the NRC as a result of program changes should
indicate the reasons for the changes and the relief requests, if any, that

ireauire staff review.
1

Relief Recuests

Question 66

If a relief request issued for one unit has been approved, can, or will the
turr.arcund tire for approval of the same relief request on a second unit
(for a two unit plant) be reduced? (!! (18, Herbert P. Walker, Georgia
Fcwer/Vogtle Project)

I
(

For future relief requests outside the scope of Attachment 1, what is
the perceived ability of the HRC regarding turnaround time? (Ilf 23, GarryGalbreath, Duke Power)

!

Pesponse

hew relief reouests will be evaluated on a priority basis. Therefore,
the licensee should specify the date by which the relief is needed, and
where possible, should be provided additional information to assist in this
review, such as "this relief request is ider tical to r? lief request number
X in the Unit 1 IST program." The staff recognizes that, on occasion,
there will be a need for rapid NRC response. The staff will make everyavailable effort to be responsive to such needs.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ -
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Question 67

If revised relief request submittals are not considered approved, then
do we continue working to the presently approvec request? (11 #30, Jimholton, Florida Power Corp.)

!

Response :

:

The approved relief request is controlling until the licensee receives
approval of a revised relief request. As we have indicated above, if plar.t
operations and ASMEcode requirements dictate relief request approval by a
certain cate, the licensee should indicate that date in the submittal
containing the relief request.

1

Question 68

Does a relief request that is grancf athered but no longer required stillneed approval? (11 #44)

Response

By grandfathered relief request, we assume that the question is referring to
a relief request not covered by the positions in Generic Letter 89-04 but
subr.:itted before April 3,1989. aithdrawal of relief requests, regardless
of the prior approval status, is permitted without NRC review, presuming the
IST program remains consistent with the regulations, the ASME Code, orGer.eric Letter 89-04

Questien 69

1s a continuous feecback system required to provide a mechanism to
reverify that relief reouests are still valid based on ongoing maintenanceand plant modification activities? (Ill #52)

P.esponse

The licensee is expected to have a feedback system that will maintain
the IST program as a living docunient that will be updated to be consistent
with changes in plant configuration. If a particular relief request is no
longer required because of changes in hardware, system design, or new
technology, the licensee is expected to revise the program to withdraw the ,

relief request. Conversely, if a system modification results in the 1

addition of a component to the IST program, the feedback system should
ensure that the Code recuirements ur Generic Letter 89-04 provisions are
ret, or that a relief request is subnitted, as appropriate. i

|
|

l
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Ouestion 70

|

Relief request requirements are changed in the Generic Letter. i

different reviewer. approved relief requests are now being challenged because the NRC uses aPrevious ly
Fitzpatrick) This appears to be a backfit issue. (1 #4, Dave Wallace,

I

If relief was granted by the NRC for an item curing the first interval, is
the same relief granted curing the second interval even though the relief is ;
not in compliance with GL 89-04? (1633, Joe Bashista, TMI-1) ;

!

In the 1st 10 Year submittal, an SER approved a relief request which is not
consistent with the alternative positions in Generic Letter 89-04

SER) or rnay these alternatives / relief requests not consistent with Genericgeneric letter void previously approved 61ternatives/ relief requests (via an
Does the

;

i

Letter 89-04 still be consicered valid and so documented in the IST program? ,(Ill #31, Toledo Ecison) !

.

When will it be known what the staff's position is on SER approved relief
Gary J. Roesr.er, Callaway Nuclear) requests that contradict Generic Letter 89-04 dictatec testing? (!!! #33,

Resoonse

We assume that the questions are not referring to interim reliefs but
rather relief requests on which the NRC staff prepares an SER.
that the reviewed information was complete, accurate, and remains up-to-Assuming
date, an approvec relief recuest may be currently followed even if it

,

'

conflicts with the Generic Letter.
reviewed in preparation for inspections.These types of situ 6tions will be
relief request and the Generic Letter will be discussed in an effort toDif ferences between the approved.

obtain licensee agreement to adopt the Generic Letter position. !
Where

agreement cannot be reached, the staff may consider initiation of backfit
'

procedures.
Relief requests are subject to review by the NRC staff at the j

ten-year update for consistency with current liRC regulatory positions i
including those contained in Generic Letter 69-04. ',

Reliefs that are
inconsistent with the Generic Letter would likely not be approved for a !

succeeding ten-year interval.

Question 71

What is the lon
Nuclear Plant) g term status of the " relief" system? (III (22, Point Beach

|

Response !

i

The section of the Comission's regulations pertaining to the reliefrequest system is 10 CFR 50.55a.
superseded by Generic Letter 89-04.This regulation is not, and cannot be, I

A revision to this regulation is under
'

consideration. With respect to the " relief" system as described in the
regulation, the staff may, at some time in the future, issue additional
guidance to provide a pre-approval mechanism much as the generic lettercoes in certain of its positions.
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Question 72

To conform to generic letter positions, what does " document in theprogram" mean? '

that the generic letter grants them?Should relief requests be generated with the understanding
Or does a statement included in theprogram describing how the deviation conforms to the generic letter

suffice? (lY & V #21, Waterford 3)

Response

The IST program should include the deviation from the ASME Code that the
licensee intends to take, and the basis for the change just as a programwould normally conta in.

There should be sufficient information in the
program to oemonstrate that Generic Letter 89-04 is applicable to the
situation in question and that the testing being performed conforts to thegeneric letter.

Question 73

15 the following stater ent correct? A relief reauest submitted prior
to April 3, 1989 but not discussed on any SER and is not a subject of
generic letter attachment 1 is approved for use without any further utilityreviews. (III #49)

Response

Relief requests that were on the docket before April 3, 1989, for plants
that are rot in Table 1 or 2 in Generic Letter 89-04 and are topics that
were not ciscussed in Attachment I are spproved by this generic letter.
relief recuests cutside of the Generic Letter positions that are submittedAny
af ter April 3,1989, will require staff review and approval before imple-

>

rentation. The response to Question 74 explains the basis for this approach.
Other staterents regarding utility's required actions for the review of imple-trenting procedures additionally apply.

Question 74

What is the liRC's basis for stating that approval is by virtue of the
generic letter for previously submitted relief recuests when such reliefs
could be outside the scope of the positions in the generic letter and have
not undergone fiRC review? (111 #37, Brent Metrow, Illinois Dept. of NuclearSa f ety)

Resconse

from the general knowledge of the relief requests, the NRC staff selected
the technical issues considered the most significant to be addressed byGeneric letter 89-04. The liRC staff checked a sampling of the current IST
programs to provide confidence that those issues not addressed in the
Generic Letter were not highly safety significant. Additional issues that
would require the NRC staff to perform a cetailed regulatory analysis may be
addressed in future generic guidance.

-.
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Question 75

Regarding a multi-unit site, if one unit has an approved SER which grants
relief un Items which do not reet all the criteria of the generic letter,
can the approvec SER provide a basis for the other unit to go ahead andirmlemer t
cifferences oo not exist between the two units)?the relief request priur to NRC re-review (assuming design

(111 #48)

Resconse

When relief is granted in an SER for one particular unit on a multiple unit
site, that relief applies only to that one unit even if the other unit isessentially icentical.
relief would apply to all units specified in the SER.If an SER is written for two (or more) units, the

The SER for one unitmay nct be used as a basis for implementing the request before staff
approval. See also the response to Question 66.

.

Question 76

If an SER that is received by a plant or, Table 1 after the generic
letter was issued denies a relief, and another plant that is not getting an
SER has the same relief request grandfathered (approved), is this fair?(II F42)

Pesconse

Such situations will be considerec by the HRC staff when preparing forplant inspections.
Differences between the approved relief request ar.d

Generic Letter 89-04 will be discussed at that time to try to obtain
licensee agreerent to follow the generic letter. If agreement cannot be
reached, the St.ff will ccrsider the need to initiate backfit procedures.

Cuestion 77

Does the first sentence of [the IST PROGRAli APPROVAL) section apply to
i
I

Table 1 and Table 2 plants?
The last sentence infers it does not. (IV&Vt9, |

T. F. Hoy le, Washington Nuclear 2) |

{

Pesponse

The first sentence of the "IST PROGRAM APPROVAL" section of Generic
Letter 89-04 states that "[t]his generic letter approves currently
submitted 157 program relief requests for licensees who have not received
an SER provided that they (1) review their most recently submitted IST
programs and implementation procedures against the positions delineated in
Attachrent 1 and (2) within 6 months of the date of this letter confirm in
writing their confornance with the stated positions." This sentence applies

|only to plants not listed in Table 1 or 2.
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Question 78

In the approval process, when an SER conditionally gives relief and
recuires further plan cnanges, is an SER supplement provided, or is relief
approved by letter, or is the relief granted based on conferrcance to the
SER stipulation? (IV & Y #32, Alan Harris, Waterford 3)

Diablo vanyon's SER grants several relief requests with conditions. We are
revising reliefs to meet these conditions. Will we need NRC approval of
revisto relief s prior to implementa cion? (IV & V #39, John Arhar, Facific Gas &
Electric /Diablo Canyon)

Response

If the conditional approval specifically identifies what must be done
to obtain relief, then conformance with the condition is complying with the
relief. A revised program should be sent to the NRC stating that the
cerc1tions have been met. In that case, a follow-up SER would not be
issued. Where the relief request is denied and the staff asks for more ;

inforr.ation (e.g., additional analysis or basis), then a specific request '

must be race to the staff for its review and approval before implerentation
iby the licensee,
j

!

lRecent and Upcoming SERs

Question 79

for a Table 1 plant, can changes be made to the IST program in accordance
with the gereric letter, even though the SER has not been received? (11 #35,
Al Koon, South Carolina Electric & Gas / Summer Nuclear Station)

Response

Any licensee may revise its IST program to conform to Generic Letter 89-04
The licensee should provide changes to the IST program to the NRC as
discussed in the responses to Questions 61 and 65.

Question 80

Will the implerentation schedule for procedure changes and hardware changes
be specified in the SER? Will this schedule be similar to the generic
letter; e.g., will the licensee have s1x months to effect procedure changes
and 18 months /next refueling cutage to make hardware changes? (IV & V #2, T. f.
Hoyle, Washington Nuclear 2)

Response

The implementation schedule for procedure and hardware changes will be
contained in the SER. The NRC staff expects the schedules to be similar to
those in the Generic Letter 89-04 See also the response to Question 57.

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Ouestion 81

Before the SER is issued or for the first six months thereafter, is it
permissible for the licensee to use its current IST program as submitted to
the NRC? (IV&Vt3, T. F. Hoyle, Washington Nuclear 2)

Resoonse

Licensees should use the current version of their IST program. The
Generic Letter in effect provides interim approval of the existing program
for Table 1 licensees until the SER is issued.

Question 82

If a plant with an SER on its IST program has a 10 year review upcoming, how should that ce hancied?
Callaway Nuclear) Resubmittal? (111 #35, Gary J. Roesner,'

Resoonse

A plar,i with an SER that is preparing a revision for the 10-year update
should revise the program to be in conformance with the provisions of
Generic Letter 89-04 The licensee does need to submit the program updateto the NRC. The prograt should indicate which relief requests require NRC
review and approval and which relief reouests are already approved through
the generic letter. Staff review and approval of the unapproved relief
requests are required before the licensee implement the new program.

Alternatives to Positions in the Generic Letter

Question E3

Are the new criteria always to be used even if it is not applicable?
Can it be partially irrplemented if the licensee feels the relief request is
suf ficiently justified by specific in house experience? (I e4, Dave Wallace,Fitzpatrick)

Resptnse
_

Certain positions in the Generic Letter 89-04 are not fully applicable to
all plants. For example, the components listed in positions 3 and 11- are
not applicable to all plants. Further, Position 7 is applicable only to
EWRs. Alternatives to the positions of the generic letter, or partial
implementation as this question suggests, should be justified in accordance
with Paragraph B of the letter. Specific in-house experience is only one
of the sources of information that should be utilized when evaluating
alternative testing, and is not a substitute for the criteria in ParagraphB of the generic letter.
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Question 84

Will any deviations from the requirerents in the Generic Letter be reviewed
anc an SER issued for those relief requests? (1 #42)

is a relief request required when only 2 or 3 of the 4 items identified in
Generic Letter item 8, page 3, can be met? (1 #45)

Generic Letter 89-04 states in Peragraph 8, that when licensees are
unable to comply with the positions of Attachment 1, evaluation of
alterr. ate testir.g should address [four criteria), 15 it mancatory for each
instance to accress all 4 of the above items? In some instances or
situations, the above items may not apply, or only a portion may apply.
When evaluating an alternate test to one of the Positions of Attachment 1
of Generic Letter 89-04, may the alternate test be implenented without
prior NRC approval providing an evaluation is perfortned and documented and
retsined in the IST Program? Does the documented alternative test
evaluation in the IST program have to be formally submitted to the NRC as
an IST program revision, and if so, in what time frara? (111 #13, M. H.
Richter, Ccr..onwea lth Edison)

On Fage 2 of Ted Sullivan's review, he indicated that the NRC will not
issue SERs in Attachnent 1 items and justified alternatives. Are the
just.ifiec alternatives the 4 points on past component history? Can I use
these 4 alternatives to justify a deviation from the Attachment 1 posttions?
If so, are these then approved by the generic letter? After issuing a
confirratory letter, can I go through the above process to get " automatic"
or pre-approval of Attachment 1 exceptions in the future? Can the 4 points
be used for non Attachment 1 items following a similar process? (111632)

For relief requests not covered by this generic letter, is (in accordance
with Tecnnical Specification 4.0.5) specific written approval required prior
to ir.plerentation? (IV&Vr8, T.F. hoyle, Washington Nucicar 2)

Resconse

Assuming that Section XI will not be followed, Paragraph B of the Generic
Letter 89-04 provides guidance for the situation in which a licensee is
unable to comply with one of the positions of the Generic Letter because of
design considerations or personnel hazard (as opposeo to inconvenience).
In such a situation, a licensee may develop an alternative testing method
provided an evaluation is performed that addresses four specific criteria.
The alternate test would not be accepteble unless the data assc,ciated with
those criteria are sufficient to justify its adequacy for detecting degraca-
tion and ensuring continued operability. Where the four criteria
are satisfied, the alternate test is considereo approved by the generic

.
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letter and may be implemented. The specific justification is expected to
be cocumented in the IST program submitted to the NRC, but neec not be
cocueented in the form of a relief request. This documentation will be
subject to review for completeness, accuracy, and applicability during hRCinspecticns,

if at some time, the circumstances change such that the justification
obtained through Paragraph B is no longer valid, then the licensee must
submit a relief request for staff review before continuing the alternate

Paragraph B may also be used when future revisions to the IST programtest.

relating to the generic letter positions are prepared. If all four criteria
cannot be met, then a relief request must be submitted to the NRC and the
alternate test method cannot be implemented until staff approval is received.
For technical issues outside the scope of the positions in the generic
letter, the alternative provisions of Paragraph B may not be applied and, in
these cases, a relief request must be submitted for NRC approval beforeimplementation.

.

Question 85

Since 10 CFR 50.55a(g) is a top tier cocument, is it still permissible
to use its provisions of the relief request process when the.recuirenents
of the Coce/ generic letter cannot be met? Must these relief requests be
approved prior to implementation in accordance wit.i plant Technical Specifi-
cetion 4.0.5? If a required test cannot be done, should the utility use the
exigency provision? (IV&Yt7, T. F. Hoyle, Washington Nuclear 2)

Response

The provisions of 10 CFR 50.55a(g) remain available for the licensee's
use for submitting relief requests and obtaining approvals. In accordance
with the Technical Specifications, approval of relief requests is requireobefore irplementation. Relief requests should indicate the date by whichapproval is needed. Generic Letter 89-04 is providing another method of
receiving approval of deviations from the ASME Code requirements. The
licensee may prepare a case to justify postponement of a particular test on
the basis of exigency. At this point, we are unaware of any aspect of
Generic Letter 89-Ot, that would qualify for the exigency provision.

Question 86

Was the generic letter issued as opposed to changing the regulation?
Prior tc regulation changes, will comments be solicited from the licensees?
(IV & V p12, Arkansas Nuclear 1 and 2)

Response

Generic Letter 89-04 is not considered an alternative to the regulation but
is a vehicle to cbtain preapproved relief f rom certain ASME Code requirements.
If the regulation is changed, the normal rulemaking process will be followed
and corrents will be solicited.

__
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Recuests for Acditional Information (RAI)
,

,

1
t

Ouestion 67

How do plants which have received requests for additional information i

(RAI) from the NRC but are not on the list of plants to receive an SERRA
items resolved that are not addressed in the Generic Letter? (lil,Set |Dave Wallace, Fitzpatrick) <

Does the Generic Letter or the RAI take precedence and which one mustbe complied with? (1743)

We received 86 questions (RAI from tiRC) of which some were general in !

terms. A couple oealt with justification wording in which the questioner
retorcenced a more detailec Justification, although the alternate method
would remain the same. Would we have to nake these recommended changes andresubmit, or can we lease them alone?

If revision is more of an administra-tive worcing issue, then are they considered to require an SER?
(11 r31, Jim Holton, Florida Power Corp.)

What co I cc about an RAI that I received prior to the generic letter
and issues in the RAI are outside Attachment I? (lit 43)

Response

There are a st.all number of plants that have received RAls and that have not
hac an IST review meeting to discuss the RAl. Utilities in this category
are plants not on either Table 1 or 2 and that are expected to respond to
Generic Letter 89 04 with a confirnation letter. Utilities that have 1

received RAls do not need to respond explicitly to the RAls, but should
use them to assist in responding to the generic letter. The RAls provide
an 1rdication of possibly weak or questionable aspects of an IST program.
For those cases where the intent of an URC question is unclear, licensees ;

may obtain clarification through the tiRC Project Manager. j
.

Duestion 88 i

Some questions in a recent RAI are in conflict with previously approvecrelief requests. Which one must be complied with? (I#44) !

{

response
i

i

Previously approved relief requests remain valid despite what might appearto be a conilicting position in an RAl.
This statetent assumes that the

previously approved relief was granted on the basis of accurate and complete
,information available to the NRC staf f at that tirne.
!

.

|

l
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Modification of the Generic Letter

C:uestion 89

15 a NUREG to be issued on this Generic Letter to clarify underlying issues?(! 77, Dave Wallace, fitzpatrick)

Fesconse

There is no current plan to prepare a NUREG document to clarify any uncer-lying issues with Generic Letter 89-04
licensees and attendees who provided their address.These minutes will be sent to all

Question 90
.

Will Generic Letter 89-04 be upcated from tirae to time to provide additional
positions en IST prograns in areas such as the following? The ASME Section
JI Code does not require leak testir.g for valves where leakage is continuously
nonttored, however, for PWR plants the NRC of ten requires leak testing for
Citegory A valves such as the RCS accumulator / core flood discharge check
va hes which ere nonitored continuously for seat leakage. (111 ell, LarryCampbell,ToledoEdison)

Response

The staf f has no plan to 1ssue a supplement to Generic Letter 89-04
Another generic letter on IST may be issued in the future, but would cover
new topics or cipand on the current scope of components covered by the ISTprcgram recuired by the ASME Code. The Code does require that valves whose
leak tight integrity is important for performance of their safety functionbe ir.cividually leak rate tested. From the staff's experience, most
contir,cously monitored leakage detection systems do not verify the leaktight
integrity of each valve in the flow path and the staff does not consider |

these systerns to meet the Code requirements.
'

l

Backfit Concerns

Question 91 I

The Generic Letter states that "In cases where conformance with the stated l

positions would result in equipment modifications, the licensee should
provide in his conformation letter a schedule for completing the requirednocifications." The Generic 1etter goes on to state acceptable schedulesfor completion of these rods. Are these modifications subject to the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.109 backfitting? (If2, Dave Wallace, fitzpatrick)

Please confirm that the NRC's opinion and present position is that tht
generic letter is not considered a backfit for all utilities. (Ill17,i:. Jacobs, New York Power Authority)
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Does the staff intend to do a backfit analysis regarding this position? We
currently have approved relief requests f or the first Ten Year Interval in
which the staf f has found our lack of instrumentation acceptable. This
applies to other positions as well. (11 #34, Philip J. North, Duke Power)

Do the modifications that are needed to conform with the stated positions
require a backfit. If modifications are necessary to comply with the stated
pos1tions, are relief requests necessary if it is deemed impractical to make
the moc1fications? If not through relief, how do we deal with these issues?
What if no maintenance history is available to substantiate relief ? (IV & V
(17, Arkansas huclear 1 and 2)

Defend or explain your basis for saying the generic letter does not require
a backfit. (IV & V #26, Faul Croy, Southern California Edison / San Onofre)

Pesconse

Generic Letter 69-04 was presented to the NRC's Comittee to Review Generic
Fequirements (CRGR) as a backfit issue, and certain positions were identified
as charges to past staff positions. As discussed with the CRGR, the staff
cetermined that those positions in the generic letter that represented
chenges from previous staf f positions were necessary in order to bring
licensees into compliance with the Comission's regulations. Therefore,
according to 10 CFR 50.109 (a)(4)(i), a backfit analysis was not required tojustify issuance of the generic letter. If the positions in the generic
letter cannot be met, the optiun discussed in Paragraph B may be available.
Further, if the licensee will not be following the generic letter positions,
Faragraph B of the letter, and the ASME Code will not be followed, the
licensee may submit to the NRC staff a request for relief from the ASME
Coce.

Use of OM-6 and 10 i
'

Ouestion 92

When adcressing cold shutdowns, OM-10 uses statements like " sufficient
curation" and "shall continue." When trying to implement these statements,
operations personnel f requently ask what is the NRC's definition of a cold
shutcown of sufficient duration. Is cold shutdown testing expected to be
back to back tests or can 1 or 2 day breaks be acceptable (i.e. shall )
continue is not easily defined)? (1 #39, Jeff Neyhard, Nine Mile Station)

In 1987 and early 1988, the NRC rejected a general relief request to use
!OM-E criteria for flow ano delta pressure for pumps. Can we now revise !our program to use the criteria of OM-6 and OM-10? If the answer is yes, !do we need a relief request? (I #21, Jef f Neyhard, Nine Mile Station)

What is the tine frame for the 10 CFR 50.5Sa(g) change? Is the NRC willing
to accept the currently approved OM-6/0M-10? (11424, Garry Galbreath, Duke
Power)

|

|

|

!
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Will any of the guidance provided in the generic letter change with the
implementation of Part 6 anc Part 10 of O&M? (11 #40, J. Zudans)

Once OM-6 and OM-10 are approved, will it be recuired to implement them
imrediately (within 6 months) or will they be implemented at the next
program upcate? (!!! f 27, Larry Hochman, Nutech)

Response

Rulemaking to reference ASME standards OM-6 and 10 in the regulations is
underway at this time. It can be said, however, that, in some recent relief
request evaluations, the use of the pump allowable range limits identified
in OM-6 for flow rate and differential pressure has not been found acceptableto the staff. The staff has not completed its assessment of the inter-
relaticnship of Generic Letter 89-04 anc OM-6 and 10. When appropriate
references to OM-6 and 10 are incorporated in the regulations, these standarcs
ny be used by the licensee as the regulations permit the use of more retent.

referenced standards. We anticipate that rulemaking to reference these
standarcs will be issued for public coment in the near future.

Solenoid-Operated Vahes (SOVs)

Question 93

To perforr, position inaication testing on solenoid operated valves, is
a light check acceptable or must the position verification be performed by
rur. ring the systErd or injecting air, etc. to prove Valve position? (I f29,Jef f heyna rc, hine Mile Station)

is a remote position verification required for SOVs with no positive neansavailable? (111 r47)

i

Fesponse

Verification of remote position indication is required to ensurethat
i

the indication accurately reflects actual valve position. This could take |the form of a differential pressure test, flowrate raeasurement, or other
change in some parameter that positively shows that the valve is in the
indicated position. An indirect verification, using techniques such as j

radiography, may also be acceptable, i

j

:

j
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General Ouestions
:

Ouestion 94
|
\

Please clarify what is meant by "one part of a broad effort" in the ,

Background section of the Generic Letter. (1 P11, Shafi Rokerya, New YorkPower Authority)

Resoonse

Generic Letter 89-04 is part of a larger program to improve IST
throughout the incustry and to provice additional information and
clarification en the subject to all affected parties. The joint ASME/NRC

,Symposium on IST to be held in Washington, D. C., in August 19691s also part 1of this effort. Additional generic regulatory guidance may be prepared on '

other IST aspects. For a discussion of the " bro.d effort" that NRC is-

pursuing, refer to the sur:rary of the presentation by Tad Marsh provided
in these meeting minutes.

i

Question 95

How do the Generic Letter 89-04 requirements differ free the ASME requirements?
(1 #12, John wiederr. ann, PSEAG)

Fesconse

Generic Letter 89-04 is intendeo to provide fundamental information on
the NRC's interpretation of certain Technical Specifications and ASME Code
recuirer,ents, and to identify certain alterndtive testing that the NRCstaff finds acceptable. The generic letter also goes beyond the ASME Code
in that it covers procedural issues in addition to prograrratic issues.

The generic letter ray contain Code interpretations that differ from those
of certain literisees. The one area that we are aware of in the generic
letter that is different from the Code is contained in Position 8 on the
starting point for the time period in Technical Specification action
s ta t en.ents. This position is consistent with other Technical Specificationsterting points. This position is also articulated in the bases for certain
of the Standard Technical Specifications.

!
Question 96

i

In a refuelsr.g outage that is greater than 3 months, how is the cold
shutdown frequency handled? Can we perform the cold shutdown procedure
once during the cutage or do we perform the cold shutdown procedure every
3 rror.ths during the outage? (If17, Jeff Neyhard, Nine Mile Station)

i

__ _ --
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Response

When a component is required to be in service curing the cutage, the testing
15 expected to be perforred quarterly during the outage. When a component '

is not required to be operable during an outage, the testing need not be -perf orced quarterly.
In accordance with IWV-3416 of the ASME Code, however, !

those valves must be tested within 30 days before return uf the system tooperable status. Further, as required by IkF-3400(a), pumps must be tested i

within one week after the plant is returned to norr.a1 operation. ;

!

Question 97

1s radiography on check valves an acceptable method for determiningvalve position? (I #25, Bill Kittle, PSE&G - Salem)

Response-

Radiography may be utilized if it clearly indicates the actual position oftne valve C1sk.

Question 98

iHost plants have been given relief from measuring pump bearing temperaturesper IWP-4310. Is it the policy of the NRC that this will continue to be anitem of " generic" relief? (11 #10, John Zudans, Florida Power & Light)

P.e s t;on se

It is true that sone plants have been given relief from measuring pump
bearing terceratures on the basis of the impracticility of measuring
temperature for specific pump designs. This issue has not been treated as
en item of " generic relief" because each relief request has been individuallyevaluated. For the foreseeable future, NRC will continue to
evaluate these relief requests on a case-by-case basis.

Question 99

Where pump parameter r.easuring instruments do not meet the specific requirements
of the Code but do satisfy the fundamental technical requirements for
testing, would it be acceptable to allow relief? (11 f12, John Zudans,Florida Power & Light)

Pesponse

It would be difficult to answer this question without more specific
i n f err.a t ion. There have been cases where relief requests in this area havebeen approved. In those cases, however, the basis for relief has been that

|
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the instrunentation has been adequate to meet the fundamental objective ofcetecting degradation. In relief reouests of this type, the licensees
shoule acdress the reason that the ASME Code requirements are not currently
being ret and the basis for concluoing that the fundamental objectives of
IST are being accomplished.

Question 100

The schedule for exercising nanual valves should be extended to somethingless than once each guarter. Is this feasible? (11 #13, John Zucans,florica Power and Light)

Resoonse

We are not aware of a basis for exercising nanual valves at a frequency
cif ferent f rom other valves.

-

Because this subject is not specifically
related te Generic Letter 89-04, it was not addressed at any length curing theneeting. If the licensees are aware of reasons why the frequency should be
cnangec, we recommend that this subject be explored with the ASME OAM
Working Group on Valves.

Question 101

It has beer. said that some plants have excellent IST organizations. Who arethey? (!! #16, Charlie Dunkerly, Calvert Cliffs)

Resperse

Drescen is one example of a facility with a good IST organization.

Question 102

liow do we handle cold shutduwn justifications in the future? (11 f 20, Art
Caucill, Georgia Power /Yogtle Project)

Fesccnse

Cold shutduwn justifications were previously reviewec by hRR for adecuacy.
In the future, they will be reviewed during IST inspections. The cold
shutdown justifications are expected to be described in the IST programthe licensee provides to the NRC staff.

Cuestion 103
i
iAfter this teeting, what is the process for getting further qucstions t

answered regarcing the generic letter? (!! (21, Garry Galbreath, Duke Power)

;

- _. __
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Response
|

These meeting rc.inutes will be distributed, which should answer most of the I
iincustry's cuestions. If af ter reading the meeting minutes you still have

ouestions, you may contact the cognizant personnel thrcugh the NRC Project 'Manager.

Questiun 104

Does "needed to mitigate the consequences of an accident" mean an accident
as described in Chapter 14 of the final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)?
(11 #36, Charlie Dunkerly, Calvert Cliffs)

Response

We assune that the question is directed to the chapter of the FSAR describingaccident analyses performed by the licensee. Those analyses are-intenced to
provice ccnfidence that the public health and safety will be protecteo in
the event of certain accidents anc anticipated transients at a nuclear powerplant.

The term " accident" is also uscd in different sections of theCorr.ission's regulations. For example, Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50
establishes cuality assurance requirements for the cesign, construction, and
operation of " structures, systems, and components that prevent or mitigate
the consequences of postulated accidents that could cause undue risk to the
health and safety of the public." Part 100 describes structures, systems,
and cumponents that must be designed to remain functiunal during a " safe
shutdown earthouake" as those necessary to ensure: "(1) the integrity of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary, (2) the capability to shut down the
reactor ano maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or (3) the capability
to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in
potential offsite exposures corparable to the guideline exposures of this
part." As can be seen, the term " accident" is used by the Comission to
describe a truad range of possible adverse events at a nuclear power plant.
Therefore, eithough most of the accidents of concern to IST are addressed in
the accident analyses chapter, licensees should be' aware that there r.ay be
other accident analyses in the FSAR that need to be considered.

Question 105

This question is in reference to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4): " ...to the extent
practical within the limitations of design, geometry, and materials of
construction of the components." In reviewing this wording, along with
the statements of consideration, do you think this rule was intended to
impose plant modifications as a result of meeting subsecuent editions and
accenda? That is, once the staff evaluates a licensee's determination of
irrpracticality, will the NRC impose plant modifications as alternate
requirerer.ts? (11 #37, Mark Dryden, Florida Power & Light)

_- _ _
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Resconse

The NRC staff in the Mechanical Engineering Branch of NRR has had
lengthy discussions with the NRC Of fice of the General Counsel on this

The current interpretation of the rule is that it is not intendedmatter.

to recuire a blanket imposition of all plant rnodifiestions that would be
necessary to comply with subsequent editions and addenda. The rule doesrequire an evaluation of the impact on the licensee, that is the
trpracticality of making the modificktions, as part of an assessment of the
recuests for relief from the ASME Coce requirements. The legal staff has
statec that there is nothing in the regulations that relieves licensees from
making all hardware modifications to the plant to comply with changes to
IST requirer.ents throughout a plant's life in later editions of Section XI.
Some haro are modifications can be required. The difficult issue to resolveis bow much may be required.

For example, major equipment or piping
modifications may be beyond the limitations of practicality in meeting
subseauent edit 1uns of the Code. We, however, regard modifications such as'

the installation of instrumentation to be practical as used in 10 CFRSC.55a(g)(A).

Question 106

For plar.ts that do not have operating licenses, 10 CFR 50.55 requires
that you apply the codes that are in effect 12 months prior to plantstartup.

Where does the 6 month conformance letter stand for construction
plants in this situation? (11 f 39, Jackie Jackson, Tennessee ValleyAu thority )

Response

There are only two plants expected to receive operating licenses for
wnich the staff's review of the IST program has not been completed. Theseplants are Comanche Peak and Watts Bar. These two plants will be treated
esser.tlally as Table 1 plants in that a review will be completed and an SERissued.

The reviews of the Comanche Peak and Watts Bar IST programs,
however, may not be completed in the same time frame as the reviews forplants listed in Table 1. To obtain the scheduled completion dates for the
IST program reviews, the Comanche Peak and Watts Bar organizations should
contact their respective NRC Project Managers.

Question 107

Currently, we only test the ICS pump suction check valves ICS 3A(B) to
verify they open as part of the ICS pump test. Originally, the only safety
function recognized was for the valves to open to provide a water source,the RWST, to the ICS pumps. During an independent review of the IST
program, it was determined that these valves n.ay also have a safety function
to cicse when the pumps are taking suction from the RHR system. These
valves, if they failed open, could provide another flowpath (to the RWST)besides the normal flowpath to containment. This flowpath would also

i
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allow potentially contaminated water from the containment sump into the
PWST (NOT DESIRABLE). As part of our company's in-house safety system i

functional inspection, it was determined that if these check valves failed
open, adequate flow to the containment would still be achieved. We are
also converting the tr.anual valves upstreem of ICS 3A(B) into motor operated i

va hes in orcer to prevent sump water form getting into the RWST. i
Do thesecheck valves need to be leak tested? (Illrl7, Wisconsin Public ServiceCorp.)

Should Category A be applied to valves other than containment isolation
valves (e.g., valves which isolate HVAC damper air accumulators:
(IV & V #27, Wayne Wolling, Gulf States Utility / River Bend) checks /SOVs)?

Response

The hRC staff has a generic concern with the current practice of categoriza-tion of check valves. The ASME Code assigns all check v.1ves as Category C.
.

If seat leakage cf a check valve is limited to a specified amount, the Code
also requires that valve to be assigned to Category A. Whereas Category C
check valves are required by the Code only to be exercised on a perlocit
basis, Category A/C check valves must be leak tested in acdition to beingexercised. The hRC staff has found that, in many instances, check valves
are riot being assigned to Category A/C despite the f act that credit is taken
by the licensee for the check valve providing an essentially leak tightfunction. The categorization of a check valve is not dependent solely on
the function performed by the valve, such as whether it is a containmentisolation valve. When deterriining the proper categorization of a check
valve, a licensee should take all applicable aspects into account. For
example, the licensee should determine (1) whether the flow requirements for
connected systems can be achieved with the maximum possible leakage through
the check valve, (2) the effect of any reduced system flows resulting from
the leakage on the perfurt.tance of other systems and components, (3) the
consecuences of the loss of water from the system, (4) the effect that
backficw through the valve may have on piping and components, such as the
effect of high temperature and therr.al stresses, and (5) the radiological
exposure to plant personnel and the public caused by the leak. If any of
the above considerations indicate that Category C testing may not be
adequate, licensees should assign the check valvt to Category A/C and should
comply with the associated leak testing requirements.

Question 108

What is the hRC's opinion, per Generic Letter 89-04, of non-quantifiable
demonstrations of performance? For example, a solenoid valve has no
position indication that can be observed or timed, but bearing temperatures
show no overheating. (111 #24, Point Beach Nuclear Plant)

Response

The NRC staff is discouraging the use of qualitative criteria in component
testing. Licensees should strive to oevelop a Quantitative method of
determining the ability of a component to perform its required functions.
With respect to the specific question, more details would be necessary
before arriving at the acceptability of the suggested trethod.

*

_ _ -
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Questien 109

Should LaSalle County Station be on Table 2 of Generic Letter 89-047
If not , why ? Ziori Station underwent the same review 2 rnonths after LaSalle
and they appear on Table 2. (Ill #25, Roger Sagrnoe, Cormonwealth Edison Co.)

Resconse

Although the LaSalle nuclear power plant received an SER about a year
ago, a significant revision to its IST program was subsequently sut,mitted
for NRC review. The NRC staff determined that a review of the IST program
cculd not be completed in the necessary time frame. In the context of
Generic Letter 89-04, LaSalle, therefore, has been classified as a plant
that does not possess a current SER anc will not be receiving an SER. As a
result, LaSalle is expected to respond to the generic letter in accordance

.
with the irplementation provisions for plants not listed in Table 1 or 2.

Question 110

What adciticnal NRC guioance can be provided on testing skid-mounted pumps
anc valves (i.e., diesel generator systems: lube oil pumps / valves, internal
engine cooling; RCIC systems - condensate / vacuum pumps with only one sourceof power, etc.)? host of these pumps and valves do not have the necessary
test instrumentation to support ASME Section XI testing and do not fall
within the scope statements of IWP and IWV. Will rnodifications need to be
performed' (1:1 t30. Roger Sagmoe, Comonwealth Edison Co.)

1

i

|
Response

1
,

The purpose of inservice testing is to provide assurance of the operability
of components and to deter.t degradation in their performance. Where a
particular component is integrated with other components in a system, it may
be cif ficult to perform an individual test of that corrponent, in specific
cases for which individual testing is not feasible, an alternate test should be 1

prcposed by the licensee. In developing an alternate test, the licensee
should attempt to develop quantitative criteria to evaluate the operability
and cerdition of the component.

|

Question 111

is temporary flow instrumentation (i.e., portable flow meter) permitted in
lieu of a rncdification to install permanent flow instrurnentation? If so, is
relief required? (III #40)
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Response7

The staff does not interpret the ASME Code as excluding.the use of portableflow rate instrumentation, such as ultrasonic.
however, in meeting the Code-specifieo accuracy requirements with theseWe have seen difficulty,instruments.

Question 112

is trending a requirement for. pumps? Is it a requirement for valves?

letter. (IV&Yd28, Wayne Wolling, Gulf States Utility / River Bend)The Code and the. regulations do not address this, nor ooes the generic
Response

We define " trending" as the analysis of test data to detect degradatier of
,

before significant challenges to component operability occur.the tested component and to enable preventive maintenance to be performed
The ASME Codecontains few requirements for trending of test data. For example, the ASME

Code in JWy-3417(a) provides for more frequent stroke-tire testing of
power-operated valves where an increase in stroke time is seen from aprevious test.

The NRC staff allows a reference value to be used for thiscomparison in Position 6 of Generic Letter 89-04 In IWV-3427(b), the Code
provides for more frequent testing, and possibly maintenance, where the leak
rate of a large valve increases beyond a specified amount from one -test to ;

another.
In Position 10 of the generic letter, the HRC staff explains

,

its view that this provision of the Code may not be worthwhile and may be
Although the ASME Code is weak in the area of trending, the NRC-

suspended.

The Comr.ission's regulations can be. interpreted to require efforts in thisstaff remains of the view that trending is valuable tool in the IST program.
More explicit guidance for trending may be developed in the future.

area.

In the meantime, we reconmend that licensees analyze IST data to take-

acvar.tage of the benefits of trencing.

1

1
!

4
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INSERVICE TESTING

GENERIC LETTER 89-04

REGIONAL MEETINGS

LOGISTICS
*

ATTENDANCE SilEETS IN BACK
-

'

*

NAME TAGS
*

CARDS FOR QUESTIONS - NAME, COMPANY, GUEST 10N
*

MEETING MINUTES WILL BE PUBLISHED
*

QUESTIONS - WE'LL ANSWER THEM ALL

SCHEDULE t

10:00-10:15 OPENING REMARKS - REGION MANAGEMENT

30:15-10:30 EACKGROUND ON GENERIC LETTER 89-04 T. MARSH
10:30-11:00 APPROACH OF GENERIC LETTER 89-04 - T. SULLIVAN
11:00-12:30 OUESTION/ DISCUSSION-SESSION 1

12:30- 2:00 LUNCH /NRC STAFF CAUCUS

2:00 - 4:00 QUESTIONS / DISCUSSION SESSION 11

4:00 - 4:30 BREAK /NRC STAFF CAUCUS

4:30 - 5:00 CLOSING REMARKS - NRC

-. . _ _ _ . . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
-
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OBJECTIVE
TO ASSESS OPERATIONAL READINESS OF SAFETY RELATED!
PUMPS AND VALVES

|
!

|
|

30 CFR 50.55A

*

REQUIRES PUMPS AND VALVE IST PROGRAM IN ACCORDANCE
WITH ASME CODE, SECT 10t' XI

*

-
UPDATE IST PROGRAMS TO THE CURRENT CODE EDITION

AND ADDENDA EVERY 10 YEARS
*

ALLOWS THE GRANTING OF REllEF REQUESTS FOR CODE
.

REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE IMPRACTICAL

|

STATUS
|

*

FEW PLANTS HAVE RECEIVED SEks
*

SOME OF THE ISSUED SERs ARE OUT OF DATE
(SUPERSEDED BY LATTER SUBMITTAL)

PROBLEMS

*

INADE0VATE TESTING REQUIREMENTS IN CODE
*

NO WRITTEN NRC GUIDANCE ON IST
*

HUGE VOLUME OF PROGRAMS / REVISIONS /REllEF REQUESTS
liUGE BACKLOG

* ,

REllEF REQUESTS IMPLEMENTED WITHOUT PRIOR NRC APPROVAL*

INSPECTION EFFECTIVENESS HAMPERED
*

IST PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION VARIES - SOMETIMES POOR

1

i

_ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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PURPOSE OF GENERIC LETTER (GL)

'
*

PROVIDES GENERIC GUIDANCE ON ELEVEN SIGNIFICANT IST
.

PROBLEM AREAS
*

PROVIDES GUIDANCE ON DEVELOPING ACCEPTADLE IST PROGRAMS
*

CLARIFIES APPROVAL STATUS OF IST PROGRAMS
.

(1.E., RESOLVES TS 4.0.5 ISSUE) ,

EUTURE

NEW ASME STANDARDS DEM 6 PUMPS

DEM 10 VALVES '

MODIFY 10 CFR 50.55A(G)

FURTHER GENERIC LETTERS

IST SYMPOSIUM - AUGUST 1 - 3, 1989

-

,

k

p

i

B

e n
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APPROACH USED IN GENERIC LETTER (GL) 89-04

THREE GROUPINGS OF PLANTS

TABLE I PLANTS

*

SER NEARING COMPLET10N
*

SER CONSTITUTES APPROVAL

TAELE 2 PLANTS

*

SER ISSUED ON CURRENTLY SUBMITTED PROGRAM
,*

SER CONSTITUTES APPROVAL

TABLE 1 AND 2 PLANTS

*

DO NOT NEED TO RESPOND TO GL
*

NEED TO ASSURE PROCEDURES CONSISTENT WITH GL

,

'

|
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PLANTS NOT ON EITilER TABLE

*

GL CONSTITUTES APPROVAL PROVIDED LICENSEES:

- REVIEW PROGRAMS AGAINST ATTf,CHED POSITIONS, AND

- CONFIRM CONFORMANCE OR JUSTIFY DEVIATIONS FROMATTACHED POSITIONS IN SIX MONTHS, AND

- MAKE ANY MODIFICATIONS WITHIN SPECIFIED TIME
9

*

PROVIDED: ALTERNATIVES TO ATTACHED POSITIONS MAY BE IMPLEMENTED

- MAINTENANCE AND DEGRADATION HISTORY EVALUATED

- DEVIATION JUSTIFIED AND DOCUMENTEB

*

RESULTING IST PROGRAM TO BE PROVIDED TO NRC

*

NRC WILL NOT ISSUE SERs ON

- C0hFORMANCE WITH ATTACHED POSITIONS

- JUSTlFIED ALTERNATIVES TO ATTACHED POSITIONS

*

NRC WILL ISSUE SERs ON

- NEW REllEF REQUESTS ON AREAS NOT COVERED BY ATTACHED
i

POSITIONS

|

i

l

!
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PROGRAM UPDATES / REVISIONS

{
!

*

FOR PROGRAM CHANGES COVERED BY ATTACHED POSITIONS
- SAME GUIDANCE AS ABOVE

*

FOR PROGRAM CHANGES NOT COVERED BY ATTACHED POSITIONS
,

- STAFF WILL EVALUATE PER 10 CFR 50.55A(G)
.

*

REL]EF REQUESTS PREVIOUSLY APPROVED

- WILL NOT BE REEVALUATED

- APPROVAL REMAINS IN EFFECT '

.

INSFECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

*

INSPECTIONS TO BE CONDUCTED FOR CONFORMANCE WITH10 CFR 50.55A, AS EXPLAINED IN GL

- FOCUS ON ATTACHED POSITIONS

- OTHER AREAS MAY BE INSPECTED


